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HOUSE HAS

DISASTERS

still enow

SENGERS BLOWN Off SKIPS

NDT

of

orts

London, Oct.

dam-

P. MacFadyn
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TO RELEASE PRISONERS

fAt'though you'd have to carry
26 , take your gold 'isay out omehefe-And dig a hole and bury ir.'1 yi

.
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WORKMEN WERE
LANDED AT KEY WEST
Key West, Oct. 20. The Austraian

steamer Jennie, Capt. Dudglch, came
workto this port to land
men picked up at sea near the Bahama coast, 160 miles from Key West.
The men were part of a force of fifty
forty-nin- e

wornmen belonging to the barges engaged in the coast extension work.
Most of the others either drowned or
were killed in the storm early Thursday.
Nine other barges," crowded " with
working men engagl in extension
work, were at sea at the time. There
is no news of these and 1'-- is feared
all were lost. Three other steamers
assisted the Jennie in the rescue, and
it is not known 'how many lives they
saved.

URGENT LIQUIDATION MAKES
STOCKS FALL IN PRICES
New York, Oct. 20. There was a
renewal of urgent liquidation in' the
stocK market todiy, which carried
early prices 1V4 to 34 below last night
tor active speculative favorites. The
evidence of a heavy movement of cur
rency to the interior for crop movements and Canadian requirements to
fortify Toronto banks complicated the
situation. Large buying orders for
supporting purposes restrained the decline alter the opening but they did
not entirely stop it.
Market Closed Panicky.
The market closed In a
condition, with severe declines
from last night's prices throughout
the list.

J

THE

NEAR HOUSTON,

TEXAS
Houston, Texas, Oct. 20. A passenger train Is rsportfd wrecked 18
miles north of this city and twenty
passengers
are injured. A special
train has been sent to the scene.

His Work
DEATH

OF

IS.

BEARD

TONIGHT WITH GRAND

Mrs. Lucy Heard, a cousin of John
Heaven, the well known Albuquerque
LLY merchant, and wife or Hurrell Heard
of Owensboro, Ky , diul at St. Joseph's hospital this morning at 4:40
H( nw r, Colo., Oct. 2i
Win. J. Bry- J clock of tuberculosis.
Mrs. Heard
an ma-'.ia brlV campaigning tour in with her daughters, Hetty
Marie,
north' rn Colorado today. He was met !itd been in Albuquerque and
about one
at La Salle tlis morning by a com- ytar In the hope that the climate
mittee of" twenty prominent democrats would prove beneficial. Much sympawith a special train.
The principal thy with the family Is expressed here
towns vi.siied were Greeley, Fort Col- o:i account of the continual illness
lins and liuulder. Hryau addressed winch lias been thtir lot. Miss Marie
ji lare aulituce in each
of these iI.mi bavin? but recently
recovered
plate?
closed bis campaign in from au operation which sbe underCi.luia.'o with a speech in Iteuver to- went at St. Joseph's hospital.
night, ait.',- which he will depart lor
The funeral Will take place t J
In.i'an i
o'clock on Monday morning from the
ehurcii of the. Immaculate Conception
CRAZY MAN KILLS
p.tertiHiit being made lu Santa Har-9- r
HIS OWN BROTHER
cemetery under the management
-,
I
:;i.M.
f A. Hol ders. The i so daughters
Oei. L'U. Albert Cruistaut,
and
ius:deni ,,t the Croulosaul stationery
1r. and Mrs. Duffy, the latter
an
company, was slim throught the
daughttr, will represent the
'dnittd
und mortallv wounded bv bis
amily Mr. Heard not being aide to
brother Cdard.
attend.

FINAL DENVEK

K

BED-ROC-

Historic Abbey Church Destroyed
by Fire at Selby. England. With.

Sculptures and Tombs.

K

OF "REFORM"

'
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4
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TO THE VOTERS:
IN COMMON WITH EVERY
CITI- FREE BORN AMERICAN
ZEN, YOU ARE INTENT ON SECURING
FOR
BERNALILLO
COUNTY CAPABLE ADMINISTRATION OF COUNTY
OFFICES
AND INTELLIGENT REPRESENTATION IN THE TERRITORIAL

LEGISLATURE WHICH MEETS IN JANUARY.
THERE ARE TWO TICKETS IN THE FIELD THE STRAIGHT
REPUBLICAN TICKET, REGULARLY NOMINATED, AND A SO- CALLED PEOPLE'S TICKET, REPRESENTING
THE BOLTING
AND DEMOCRATIC ELEMENTS.
IF YOU ARE A REPUBLICAN,
IF YOU BELIEVE IN THE PRINCIPLES OF THEODORE ROOSE- VELT, AND THE POLICY OF UPHOLDING THE EFFORTS OF
OUR REPUBLICAN REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS IN HIS
EFFORTS TO SECURE RECOGNITION FOR NEW MEXICO IN NA- TIONAL COUNCILS, YOUR SYMPATHIES WILL NATURALLY
AND LOGICALLY BE TOWARD THE SUPPORT OF THE REPUB- LICAN PARTY.
YOU ARE, HOWEVER, COGNIZANT OF THE EXISTENCE OF
A SECOND TICKET.
YOU MAY HAVE READ ITS LITERA- TURE AND BEEN APPROACHED BY ITS LEADERS.
AS A
UNBIASED CITIZEN, YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
AND THE COUNTY TO CONSIDER BOTH TICKETS TO TAKE
THE LISTS OF CANDIDATES HOME WITH YOU AND MAKE
YOUR OWN COMPARISONS.
THE PSEUDONYM "PEOPLE'S TICKET" HAS A CAPTIVAT- ING RING.
THE SLOGAN OF REFORM,
AND
PURE POLITICS 18 PLEASANTLY SUGGESTIVE.
YOUR EX- PERIENCE, HOWEVER, HAS TAUGHT YOU
THAT
BEFORE
ELECTION MOTTOES ARE ONE THING, AND AFTER ELEC- TION EXECUTION ANOTHER.
THAT TALK MAY REPRESENT
EITHER GOOD INTENTION OR BLATANT
DECEPTION,
YOU
ARE WELL AWARE.
IN A FAIR COMPARISON
YOU WILL
LAY ASIDE AS SUPERFICIAL, TITLE
AND
PROMISE,
AND
CTELVE BENEATH THE SURFACE TO
THE PERSONNEL OF
THE TICKETS THE RECORDS AND THE METHODS OF THE
MEN FOR WHOM YOU ARE ASKED TO VOTE.
YOU HAVE, NO DOUBT, ALREADY
GIVEN THE MATTER
YOUR ATTENTION.
YOU HAVE SPECULATED
MORE OR
LESS AS TO YOUR DECISION AT THE POLLS.
IF YOU HAVE
BEEN INFLUENCED BY "GLITTERING GENERALITIES''
MORE
THAN BY DETAILED PERSONAL INQUIRY, YOU WILL
NOT
YET CONSCIENTIOUSLY PLEDGE YOUR VOTE.
IF YOU HAVE INVESTIGATED THOROUGHLY WHAT HAVE
IS IT NOT THIS:
YOU LEARNED? x
THAT THE REGULAR
REPUBLICAN TICKET STANDS FOR
RATIONAL
PRINCIPLES,
INTELLIGENT SERVICE, FOR STRENGTHENING THE PARTY
IN COUNTY AND TERRITORY AT A TIME WHEN A STRONG
REPUBLICAN MAJORITY IS ESSENTIAL TO THE BEST INTER- ESTS OF THE TERRITORY, AND OUR RECOGNITION BEFORE
A REPUBLICAN CONGRESS ?
IS IT NOT THAT: THE CANDIDATES ON THE PEOPLE'S
TICKET IN REALtTY POSE IN ONE ROLE AND ACT IN AN- THAT THEIR ARGUMENTS OF PURITY AND RE- OTHER?
FORM BEAR THE BRAND OF INSINCERITY?
THAT
THEY
ARE ENDEAVORING TO WORK YOU WITH AN ACKNOWLEDED
HOAX TO SELFISH ENDS?
THAT THEIR PREVIOUS R EC- ORDS AND PRESENT METHODS CANNOT BE RECONCILED BY
ANY INTELLIGENT MAN WITH THEIR CLAIMS TO RECOGNI- THAT TO VOTE FOR THE PEOPLE'S TICKET IS TO
TION?
WEAKEN A NEEDED REPUBLICAN MAJORITY IN THE TERRI- TORY. AND TO BE DUPED BY FALSIFIED.
CONCOCT- EASILY
ED PRE CAMPAIGN BILLINGSGATE?
FAIR-MINDE-

ANTI-GRAF-

FIVE KILLED, TWO HURT
BY FALLING FRISCO WALLS
San Francisco, Oct. 20. Five men,
were killed and two Injured under the
collapsing of walls toppled over by
high winds this morning.
Three unknown men were crushed to death under a wau at the southeast corner or
Commercial and Montgomery and
badly crushed. Two were killed
ond one fatally Injured, under the,
ruins of a wall t the corner of Mission and Third. The names of the
dead are Peter Johns and G. Durand,
REVOLUTIONISTS ARRESTED
The accidents occurred at
AT EL PASO AND JUAREZ Greeks.
El Paso, Oct. 20. Five men were amiost the same time.
arrested here early this morning
Ships Collide In New York Harbor.
charged with being Mexican revoluNew York, Oct. 20. The ttrurla.
tionists. The papers captured show
while
bound out of New York harbor,
their connection with Juntas In other
Texas towns and also ia St. Louis. collided with the Minnehaha, also outAmong those arrested is "General" ward bound. The Mlnnlhaha evidentPedro Gonzales, alleged leader and ly suffered no injury as find "Continued
Lauro Aguirio, publisher of Keforma on here way, while -thjt Etrurla, came
,
ooclal, a Mexican dally. The most to anchor.
The Etrurla was struck aft ot the
sensational arrest Is that of Captain
port
quarter
just above water line and
v,astro, of tho Juarez military garria aole four feet In diameter waa
,
son.
.,,.
rt
t ,
smashed
In Tier overhang. The capanuIManeously with- the raids o
this side of the river, the Mexican tain .of tba Etrurla has notified the
authorities raided houses In Ciuuad Cunaru officers ho will be able to
Juarez and arrested seven men. Ab- make repairs and hopes to be able
solute slience la maintained on both to proceed tonight.
sides ot tho river regarding thev arOld Monastery Burned.
rests.
Selby, England, Oct. 20. The famous old Abbey church here, known
as Selby Abbey, is a total ruin as a
CUT IN TWAIN BY
result of a fire which broke out In.
the orpan chamber at mldnlghL The
local Are brigade was unable to quell
STRING OF CARS the flames and brigades
from York
and Leeds were too lute to save the
historic building, only the bare walls
AWFUL
FATE OF OPERATOR being left standing.
Selby Abbey was considered one of
KEYO IN THE RINCON RAILthe finest monastery edifices in EngROAD YARDS.
land. Jt was founded in the twelfth
century by the Benedictines and parts
of the original transepts and nave
The abbey possessed some
Special to The Evening Citizen, if survived.
interesting sculptures and tombs ol
Kincoh, N. M Oct. 20. J. P. if abbots who presided over
its destinKeyo, age 35 years, was kioed
ies during the rule of the Normans.
here last night in the Santa Fe
ti yards by having a string of cars V i New Arizona-Mexica- n
Railroad.
pulled over him. The coroner's
Arizona City, Oct. 20. The new projury
today
he
found
bis
that
jected
lost
railway
Sonora
district
in the
"
life as a result of his own negli- of Mexico affords additional evidence
gence. Keyo was a consumptive
of American enterprise in that' counand had been Btopping
try. Today the financier Interested In
at the
tort llayard sanitarium for some ' the project decided to construct" a
time and having regained much.
line which will be the rro.'.ns of openm of bis strength,
thought that he
ing up a most valuable mining terriwould like to go to work at his if tory hitherto kept from advancing beold profession, that of telgraph- cause of its comparative inaccessibillng. He had received an offer
ity, it was originally Intended to
from the Santa Fe at San Marcial ft build the road from Port Lobos, on the
ft and was on his way to accept the ft Sonora side of the Gulf of C'ahiornia,
position when killed. When Keyo
to Calerca, a distance of thirty mllos,
reached Rlncon he had been ft but after concessions had beta obtainft drinking
"heavily.
He left tho ft ed and surveys had been made the field
ft bnver City train and ate a lunch, ft" looked so promising that it was deterft at the Harvey house and then ft mined to extend the line to Tuxcan,
ft disappeared.
A short time after ft Arizona, crossing the boundary line
ft VI o'clock his body was found ft" at a point near tho Junction of the
ft cut lu two lying across a side-- ft Aitar ad Magdalena districts.
Con
ft track where a string of cars had ft struction work will commence Imme
ft been backed over It.
ft diately and will be pushed with all
ft ft ft ft ft ft ft
Y ft V 1 ft-V ft spied.

TEXAS.

Nearly 15.000 Applications on
File In the Whole State
Not Yet
ACTED UPON OF WHICH
3000 ARE IN EL PaSO
Austiu, Texas, Oct.
There are
on file today in Land Commissioner
Terrell's office 13,500 applications for
land in Texas which have to be disposed of. According to the commissioner there has never been such a
demand for state land and public domain as Is now prevailing. Numbers
of applications are from the north
and northeast. There ure on file
some 3,000 applications for the purchase of state lands in El I'pko county alone, and whilo tho great bulk of
want
the prospective purchasers
n
lands situated In the
territory, many ate after lands In
other sections cf the stale.
I'nder
tho law a purchaser can buy elshl
sections at a lime. While most of
the purchasers want this l ind for
grazing purposes to make ranches,
having been driven from other por- tions at tho state on account of the
great advance in tho price of lands,
quite a number of those who ara buy-- !
Iiik intend to utilize the lauds to do-- !
velop the minerals found on them,
7,iMM,filiu
t t'p
t(. the present,
acres
have been sold while there sue yet
lands
over ltl.Wfi.oiK) acres if
for disposal in Texas. I.amor county,
north of the Ited river, U a bolt of
rej alluvial soil uneriual In fertility
and adapted tor tho raisins of corn,
cotton and fruit. Arthur' City la
small town fifteen miles north cf
I'arls, where some of the finest land
Un
in tLe state can bo purchased.
improved land ranKea In value from
$i; to JIV and Improved from 115 to
$2.'.
The timber embraces all
of oak and ash, with elm, gums
ami hickory, pecan, bols de arc, sycamore and cot 'on wood. The upland
Is very fertile but the country fs very
thinly populated.
20.

eight-sectio-

an-otn- er

"

..

FOR STATE LAND

SERIOUS RAILWAY WRECK

Spoke at Greely. Fort Collins
and Boulder-W- ill
Close

Mm

Andrew Carnegie has just written a number of his friends stating that he wishes to
give away $50,000,000 before he dies, and asking for suggestions on how to do it. CarGOULD LINES SHUT OUT toonist Condo makes the above suggestion.

Can Do No North Pacific BusiALL AMERICANS IN HAVANA
ARE REPORTED AS SAFE
Washington,
ness Till Building of
Oct. 20. Brigadier
Oenerai Elliott, commandant of maWestern Completed.
rines, today received a cablegram
from the commandant of marines at
6
Havana stating that the marine camps
suffered only a slight damage and tnat THEN THERE WILL BE
there were no casualties among the
men. All are well.
A MERRY SCRAMBLE
All Transports Heard From.
9
All the army transports sent to
Ogden, Utah, Oct. 20. Though the
Cuba with troops and supplies have
been heard from except the Robert Ogden Gate has for a long time stood
Wright and the Laupar, which sailed
ajar the inevitable has happened and
from Newport News October 15.
it will now be closed, and the Rio 4
THIRTY-FIVLOSTIN
urande and Gould lines will be shut
HURRICANE WRECK
JacoU.niville, Oct. 20. A special out of Id alio and Montana absolutely
from Miami says: The steamer to. by the Oregon Shore Line. When the
Lucie was crushed by high waves In announcement was recently made that
Thursday's hurricane and out of 100 the Denver & Hlo Grande would not
persons on board thirty-fiv- e
were lost. be represented in the new Idaho and
steamer Peerless also was lost .Montana tariff sheets that are issued 5
vi:h about the same number, they by the Harriman lines it plainly meant
being Mown off the vessel.
The the closing of the Ogden gateway conJatincii Elmcra captized and is thought sequently the Union Pacific will get
to be a to'.al loss. The launch Manny the long haul from Denver to tae
was badly damaged. Work barges No. northwest.
All connecting lines at
6 and No. 7 and dredge No. 4 of the
enver and Itio Grunde because no
Hast Coast road, broke away and person 'will pay the local rate on 4
drifted to sea, but are now safe on freight, west and north of Ogden, the
the otner side of Blscayne bay. No terminus of the Rio Grande. The
persons at Miami were hurt. It is es agencies of the doomed line at Butte
timated that fifty lives were lost on and Portland, Ore., are closed. The
dredges at lower Ma'.e Combe.
At closing of the Ogden gateway means
lxng Key, about forty men were pick that the Rio Grande will be shut out
up
ed
and are safe. There was a of Cache valley, Urlghtaui City,
heavy loss cf life on dredges at Long
and all other points north and
vey.
vest of Ogden. Naturally merchants
will not ship their goods from the
east over the Rio Grande and then
pay the local rate on from Ogden in
BRYAN CAMPAIGNED 111 addition.
Ia consequence all the business will go to the Harriman lines
until the Western Pacific and Goulds
projected line to Idaho and Portland
NORTH
are built. Then there will be another
merry scramble.
TODAY

CAL

PREPARING TO ENTER MEXICO
Houston, Texas, Oct. 20. Advices
from Rio Grande state tjfat a band of
revolutionists has been organized to
forcibly release the prisoners captured In recent raids by federal and
Texas authorities at Laredo, Eagle
Pass, Klo Grande City and other
points. Men are already In the field,
according to reports received. It Is
declared that arter releasing the imprisoned revolutionists an expedition
into Mexico will be iuauguratedi

semi-panick-

0G-DENG-

Five Noted Revolutionists Arrested in El Paso and Seven
Seized In Juarez.

IN SAN FRANCISCO,

three-mil-

Local
bankers have recovered from yesterday's scare, and the market showed
Increasing steadiness.

BY

IN TEXAS

TAKEN

WALLSKILL FIVE

I15T.-00-

$4,950,000 went to Egypt today.

OF IDAHO

FALLING

RE-

Rail-

Washington, D. C, Oct. 20. The
Kansas City, Oct. 20. A fire, whlek
state department has been Informed started shortly before 1 o'clock this
that tne Mexican government has afternoon. In booth connected wrftlt
given Instructions to gunboats and the street fair in Kansas City, KaiL,
0
revenue cutters, which are employed caused a loss estimated at over
and for the time threatened fe
In breaking up Ashing by Americans
In the territorial waters of Mexico, business centers. A high wind made
to refrain from any unnecessary In- it difficult to fight the flames and it
terference with vessels outside of the was necessary to call for help from
e
limit, and to be as lenlpm this city. The Masonic temple, valued
at 150,000, eighty booths containing
ent as possible In other respects.
valuable exhibits of various kind and
Ave residences were destroyed and th
BAND OF REVOLUTIONISTS
Central Christian church damaged.

o

E

Twenty Injured In
way Wreck.

can Fishermen.

Pi-n-

FORTY-NIN-

FIRE TODAY

Deal Leniently With Ameri-

age done by the storm in the interior Co., the London house of Arbuthnot &
of the inland continue to come in Co., bankers of Madras, India, an
slowly. The extent of the damage to nounced this afternoon that they are
competed to suspend payment. The
the tobacco crop in the province of
del Rio, la not fully known but it cause ot suspension ia not known, nor
Is believed that a great deal of touac-c- Is the amount involved.
was planted late this year on acMarket Shows Steadiness.
count of the continued rains, and that
l.onaon, Oct. 20. It is definitely
hence the plants had uh fet sprouted known
ihat about 110,000,000 In
and many eeedbeds were, washed out, gold willtoday
have been shipped from Eng
necessating replanting, which will reland within the week, of which amoun
tard the crop.
The storm is reported severe in tb
Vuleta Abaja district of Pinar del Klo.
The principal havoc outside of Havana is reported at Batabano, where
seven men were drowned. The American steamers Campbell and Sara
were wrecked, many houses were destroyed und 2n0 persons were rendered
homeless. The mayor of Batabano
has issued an appeal for relief of the
destitute, and Governor Nunei of the
province of Havana will proceeu
tnere today with funds and food supplies. The brunt of the storm seems
to have been sustained by the city of
Havana and her suburbs.

SI 50,000

Instructs Revenue Cutters to Started In Booth of Street Fair.

CENTLY

Semi-Panick- y

HAS

TOWARDS US

STOPSTOCK DECLINE

bevere Loss of Life Also Occured Wall Street Closed Business In a
Along the Exposed Coast
Condition With
of Florida.
Decline Throughout Ltst.
Havana, Oct.

GOOD WILL

And ifyou build more libraries
25ull encounter sour holes
Of those urho think you also ought
lb furnish all the books!

LARGE BUYING ORDERS DID

KANSAS CITY

MEXICO HAS

Into the outstretched eager palm
And yet hear cries for more.

Ex-

MUMHEK 25.1

100(5

Philanthropy may shower down
Its generous, golden store

SHUT DOWN

iter Loss of Life and Prop-ty- , Cause of Suspension and
tent of Failure Is Not
Reported With More
Yet Known. '
Extended Information.
S INJURED AND PAS-

MEXICO. SATURDAY EVENING, OCIOBKK 20,

SUGGESTED TO ANDREW CARNEGIE

BIG LONDON

IE CUBAN

XKAV

1J

.

--

ttMiUJtl

t

i

LAS CRUCES

SHOWS IMMENSE

'

I

j

AMERICAN CONSUL
FINDS NEW SUBSTANCE
London, Oct. 20. Win. II. Hunt,

the American consul at Tamatave,
Madagascar, announces that bo has
made an Important discovery In tho
leaves of the rafla plant. He states
that he has found a substance which
by its chemical and physical proper-tic- s
may be classed between wax and
;iiiii. ami bids fair to bectyne u valuable c iiiii'oility in that country. The
the wax is very
process of
simple. The natives gather the ratia
fiber and the leaves, which are
thrown aside in quantities, are beaten
on a dry mat or cloth. The pellicles
and white pt wder which fail from
them are (.Miheicd and boiled and
Owiii to its conwax thus formed.
sistency it can be used for various
purposes u''!i as gramophone cylinders, etc

ENTHUSIASM

FOB

ANDREWS

Procession One Mile Long Conducts
Him to Republican Headquarters.
Bursum and Prichard With Him.
Special to The Kvening Citizen,
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 20. W. H.
Andrews, our delegate to congress, II.
O. llursum, territorial chairman of the
republican central committee, and Col.
(ieo.
V. I'rilchard, recent
attorney
general, arrived here this morning on
the delaytd train from the north.
The depot platform was thronged
with people, and carriages and horsemen crowded both sides of tho deiot
vrounds. When tho train bearing our
popular ib legate came in sight the
words, "there he comes," couid be
heard on all sides. When the train
stepped and the delegate and his party got off the car, the crowd surged
around Mr. Andrews, all anxious to
meet Mm und it wri at least half an
hour before a start could bo made

for the republican headquarters.
A procession was formed at the de-pot with about one hundred horsemen
leading, then came Delegate Andrews
in a carriage followed by members of
'the republican organization and citizens in carriages.
The procession
was about a mile long and proceeded
to republican
headquarters,
where
every one bad a chance to meet tho
man "who does things."
Judging from the enthusiastic reception this morning
Andrews will receive almost every voto
of the town. The republican county
convention will be held this afternixm
alter which Senator Andrews, Col.
I'rii hard, Mr. llursum and others will
address the voters on the Issues of tho
day.

I

ALktiQUErvQufc

PAGE TWO
on the remainder will be. awarded the
entire contract If the secretary or me
Interior approves the. bid.

IDE EVENING CITIZEN

I he report of the board wnirn open
fey
any m
ed the bids together with the bids
Qtlxeo Publtthlai Company wfre yesterday forwarded to the secretary of the Interior and action on
the bids Is expected within two or
three weeks. Should the secretary
of the Interior disapprove of the bid
wo courses are open: to readvertise
for bids, rejecting the present one, or
to construct the work on force account by the government. The lat
er Is tho more likely were ine sec
to reject the bid, which Is not
mUI Papar f Barnkllllo Cownfy retary
likely, as the former would occasion
City or AlDuquerqua.
too much delay and the government
Is anxious to get the dam computed
Cttntv OmilXtM.
CMi
soon as possible.
as
Tk Ukim Nv Male ClmhtlM.
No figures o the bids rave been
Orirem
Ctftulitlw.
Urgm nrtn
made public ns yet and the amount of
he successful bid will not be given
rioNs
U.M out until action of the Interior depart
I
W
fV
M ment la secured. This Is oden for
ant.
lot the reason that there is considerable
work which will be done by the
60c per month extra
J?nDy by
contractor, which is not Included in
and for which fhe
Onus will to Mlnnl hi U the specifications
pays extra and estimates
government
Ik, ta pw Mtiuiir- of these extras will be Included In the
amount of the bid.
application
Idotb
Iidt
litn
WwrtliJil
h
for the
The total appropriation
Leesburg dam Is only $200,000, as
compared with $600,000 for the Hondo
and $4i0,00( for the Carlsbad project.
ruaUHIM OOMfAHT. Mil, The Tonto or Roosevelt dam In Ari
w and mim mwr arr
zona has been let under contract for
several million dollars. The Lees
burg dam Is one of the prelimnary
Colorado 15 or diversion dams of the Elephant
MMMlt ItS
Butte dam and for which there U an
appropriation of $7,000,000.
TERRITORIAL REPUBLICAN TICKET
the
"The government will rush
building of the Leesburg dam as It In
a certain way ties up the entire Ele
phant Uutte project," said Mr. Hall
last night at the Anpelus. "There Is
nothing of Importance to announce
now, but there will be news plenty
before long In regard to this dam. Ac
cording to the terms of the specifica
tions tho work on the dim must be begun within fifteen days after the approval of the bid by the secretary of
the Interior and the signing of the
contract.

l THE
I

AN

PIONEER

OLD

BURIED

WILLIAM H. ANDREWS

I

BUllOiNG

of
of
of
of
of
of

Call 200 North
WANTED A
Second street.
W ANTED
uliile plumes to cleaa.
Miss Uearntp, 801 North 1 Pirqju.
WANTED Help furnished and em
ployment of all kinds securea
on, write or phone
- Call

r.p"f-

-

WORK

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

IS
IN

PHOENIX

The body of Luther Martin, who
of Bernalillo County.
died In Tombstone recently, wan
brought to Phoenix and Interred after
COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
funeral which was held at the Cath
churcn, says the' Republican. The
olic
Council
For
man was a well known Arizona
dead
B.
CHILDERS.
WILLIAM
pioneer, having lived In the territory
since 18756. He has been known durFor Representatives
ing most of bis Arizona career by Cap
GEORGE A. KASEMAN
tain Banta, now of Phoenix, but who
MODESTO C. ORTIZ
lias lived 3ll over Arizona. Tne cap
says that Martin was a native
tain
Commissioners
County
For
Missouri
of
and during the civil war
SANCHEZ
SEVERO
with General Sterling Price. At
served
B.
MAYO
J.
Its conclusion he Joined the Third cav
alry of the regular army and served
For Probate Judge
one enlistment, being discharged at
ISIDRO SANDOVAL
new Fort Wingate, N. M. In 1873 he
came to what Is now known as Apache
For Probate Clerk
county, but which was then a part of
NESTOR MONTOYA.
Vavapaal county. He engaged In the
Rnanllft Pnl- mercantile bnttinHifci
For Sheriff
omo, In St. Johns. He was the first
. . THOMAS S. HUBBELL
unucrsnerlff of Apache county and
next served the county as sheriff and
For Assessor
later as supervisor for the long term
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
After that ho was elected a member
legllatlve assembly. Two or
Collector of the years
For Treasurer Cnd
ago he came to Phoenix
three
NtCOMER
ED.
C
where he Invested somewhat in real
I estate and later went "o Tombstone,
t.-- j.
county scnooi superiors.
where he died.
A.
MILLER
J.

:

,

Gentlemen's
WANTED
clothing No 515 South

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

ALL

ini

Westsn'veravTnuerAuto Phone
.

PHARMACY

$6

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
m mimuiiumNihmmvrm

busings?

secona-nan-

270

d

INTEREST

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as S10 and at high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
Oa. inotk
"trlcUy private. Time:
to one year given, uooas remain in
On

-

""t
address

t

carpets,
Furniture,
SALE
stoves, chickens. Inquire 313 S. Arno
K)K KENT Houses, 3 to 5 rooms;
W. H
modern; also store room.
McMilllon, real estate broker, 211
West Cold avenue.
I WiLL INVEST
$100,uuo or more in a
promising
enterprise
substantial
good returns; stock or bond Issues
will be considered; no 'fakirs or
brokers wanted; address with full
description, M. C. B., Citizen office

FOR
KENT

FOR

110

house, with bath, close in. No. 108
John street.
nouse, fur
FOR RENT rour-roonished. Inquire at 234 North Wal

ter street.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Presluent; W. S. Stxlckler, V. P. and Cashier' W J
Johnson, . ast, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solo- -'
mon :.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cro.awell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

Oi

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

BACON
REAL

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST

BASHINSKY

&

AN 3 LOANS

ESTATE

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

H. F. RAYNOLDS

Auto Phone 578

FOR RENT Pleasant, uiry, well-fu- r
nished rooms for housekeeping. 524
West Railroad avenue.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
cottage, fur
FOR RENT Four-roonished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
LAWYERS.
Danger From the Plague.
minutes' walk from street car line.
the
.
11
There's grave danger from
LV n i
n
nV1ril
weu iui
noiiiiicaittiuL
plague of coughs and colds that are ruiv
. nished rooms with modern improve- ATTOR ;by AT LAW, 32 F street
you take Dr.
so prevalent unless
King's New Discovery for ConsumpMarquette
avenue,
corner of north
patenU, copyrights, caveats!
Mrs. Goo.
tion, Coughs and Colds.
Broadway.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes: FOR
RENT Furnished room with
RrW, D. Bryan.
"It's a Godsend to people living in
board, for lady. 112 N. Whiter.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
climates where coughs and colds prein
REiNT
FOR
Apartments
que,
Par
N. M. Office, First National
vail. I find it quickly ends them. It
View terrace,
eight rooms each; Bank building.
prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
steam
heated,
all
and
other modern
gives wonderful relief in asthma and
E. W. Dobto.i.
conveniences. H. II, Tilton, room 1J,
hay fever and makes weak lungs
ATTOP.NET AT LAW. Office, Crom
Giant Block.
strong enough to ward off consumpwell Mock, Albuquerque, N. M.
IS FOUND IN
tion, coughs and colds. 50c and $1. FOR RENT A six room two-stoBODY
i
DENTISTS.
brick house, corner of Seventh
THE AMARGO CREEK Guaranteed by all druggists.
Trial
for Surveyor
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
DON J. RANKIN
bottle free.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
at Lommorl & Mattenccl, 624 West
Q
The dead body of Lazafo 'Mercurf
Dental Surgeon.
LEGAL NOTICE,
Tijeras avenua
1R and 1lt flrunt lilnrlr nver
Ttnnm
a Well known character about
For Constitutional Convention
in the Amsrgo
was found
F OR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, the Golden Rule Dry Goods company
Delegates
creek Close to town Tuesday morning, Last Will and Testament of John
H. F. RAYNOLDS
houses and flats for housekeeping, Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Condon, Deceased.
M. E. HICKEY
October 16th. The apparent cause of
r) '
also ranch. Will take parties to mall.
death Is unknown but it is supposed
.
.
,
T. N. WILKERSON
board. Apply at 110 East Coal av-- 1
Kalla- Patrick
Marrow,
sni
N.
O.
To
to have been caused by excessive
T. C. GUTIERREZ
wrs.
anr
Office
devisees,
avenue.
uiri.
Nn
arid
naiirrsiil
executors
her,
drink to which the deceased was adE. W. DOBSON
Oil RENT Nicely furnished rooms, hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:- - p. m.; 1:30
Minnie Condon,
dicted. Lazaro Mercure was an old Mary Condon Specht,
uavm uonaun. ji.,
$i.S to l.&u per week; Zbc to sue p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
servant of Henry Mercure's family Edward Condon,
per night. Also rooms for light polntments made by mall.
of Memphis. Tenn.,
who lived in the Tlerra Amarilla val- Sisters of Mercy Hospital,
Mempms.
housekeeping.
Tne Minneapolis
Joseph's
St
years ago.
ley thirty-livPHYSICIANS.
House, 524 South Second street.
'lenn.; the Sisters of Charity of Cin
Albuquerque, N. M,
Constipation causes headache,
cinnati, O.; Sisters of Charity of tne
Drl. R. L. HUST.
dizziness, languor, heart palpita- Leavenworth Branch, A. M. Manda-lar- l.
ItLiS l ur Sale, sevien room
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
tion. Drastic .physics gripe, sicken,
sunerior of the Dominican Order
house, hat storage foom. pantry
Tuberculosis treated with HigV
weaken the bowels and don t cure. in rhnrira of St. Peter s cnurcn at
ve clothes CleUs. Indoor toilet
uency Electrical
Current and
Doan's Regulets act gently and cure Memuhis. Tenn.;
lhoa. S. ujrne,
bath, barn, large yard and lota of Germicide. Treatments given each
25 cents.
constipation,
Ask your bishop of Nashville, Tenn.; sister su
trees. 208 North Arno. Rent $30 day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
druggist.
including water. Or will sell reas nurse In attendance. Both 'phones,
nerior of St. Joseph s hospital at Al
o
onable. Wm. Kieke, 211 South
buquerque, N. M., and to all whom it
UNDERTAKER.
WEAK?
WHY SO
First street.
may concern;
al
the
that
notified
You
are
herebv
Colo., Red 115.
Auto, 'phone 316.
POR SALE.
Kidney Troubles May Be Sapping
A. BORDERS.
lesed last will and testament of John- FT)R SALE Fine Jersey cow. wTh.
Your Lift Away. Albuquerque Peocounty
iicruaBuilding.
oi
Piinilnn late of tho
Black
Commercial Club
ple Have Learned this Fact.
McMillion. 211 West Gold avenue.
min nn.i territory of New Mexico, de
and White Hearse, $5.
besT
the
SALE
UK
GlecKler's
farm,
lead
and
man
or woman be ceased, has been produced
lift Returns to El Paso From When a healthy
ARCHITECTS.
farm in Bernalillo county. Chas.
gins to run down without apparent In the nrobate court or me county m
Los Cruces and Gives Out cause, becomes weak, languid, de Bernalillo, territory or New Mexico, E. (Jlerkler
u- ,,..
pressed, suffers backache, headache, at an adjourned regular term thereof. run SAii nre wooa ai me
k M Rnth
"
' .lkllarn1IA
perior Lumber and Planing Mill Ca
dizzy spells and urinary disorders. held on the 1st day of octoDer, isuo,
Facts About Bids.
look to the kidneys for the cauBe of it nn.l the day of the Droving of said al FOR SALE Two
lots, wltb
CIVIL ENGINEER.
four-rooall. Keep the kidneys well and they leged last will and testament was by
house and Kood out
Kidney
you
well. Doan's
buildings, at a bargain. 1102 South
nrrtor of the ludce of said court there
B U. Hall, supervising engineer of will keep
J. R. Farwell.
cure sick kidneys and keep thera upon fixed for Monday, the &tn cay oi
Arno.
the south western division of the Uni Pills
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
well.
said
of
term
D.
1906.
A.
November,
FOR
the
SALE
Two
lu
choice lols
ted States reclamation service, re
of
Juan A. Ortega,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
d
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of
Grant tract, for $300.
turned to El Paso Thursday morning lyimi Htrl Ranta Vp K f.. Rflvsr court,
riav
until
A bar
$10
cash,
Mrs.
month.
a
balance
Iron 1m Cruces, accompanied by
K. D. Maddlson.
Thos.
If all troubled with pain in the back
gain. See H. S. Knight.
under my hand and tne seal
Hall, aays the Tlrus.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
annoyance ended as quickly of Given
have
that
.
or
uciODer,
day
1st
court
this
this
4)1 s 3 and 4. block 20, Gold avenue.
FOR SALE
Mr. HaU Is returning from Las
as the use of Doan's Kidney Pills, pro
where lie was one of the board of cured at Ireland s Pharmacy, ended A. D. 1906.
Eastern addition; level, no water
WALKER.
A.
E.
RODERICK STOVt-t- , E. E.
courses, wind break to east. In
three which opened the bids for the mini), then bacKacbe due to kidney
Probate Clerk
construction of the Leesburg dam, a complaint would cense to have any
otiire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
o
portion of the Elephant Uutte dam, terrors for users of this strengthen'
Broadway.
PUBLICATION.
Aaent for Fairbanks, Morse & JO.
NOTICE FO
which will Irrigate the land suuround-Uk- g lng and curative preparation. No one
FOR SALE lUstaurant and lunch 0a9 and gdsoiine engines a specialty.
EI Paso.
Of
moneyroom,
Land
Interior,
city;
nest
in
location
Santa Fe need be in the least du Department of the
90C
We8l Railroad avenue. Auto
On the board were: U. M. Hall, in
, Sept. 22,
making at all times. For sale very
178
about using Doan's Kidney Pills
flee at Santa Fe. N.
nhnno
. .t.lHAca
,
. .
. .i
'
I.
supervising engineer for the south- bious
strength'
1906.
If they require a medicine to
western division of the reclamation en
MUSIC
LESSONS.
102
office.
Citizen
kidneys."
their
service: W. H. Stevens, consulting
is lierchv itlven that Jua
by all dealers. Price 50
For
FOR SALE General
Notice
sale
mercliaudlse
the violinist.
DiMauro,
southX.
Prof.
western
engineer for the
.and
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, New Pablo Montano of'ilaKan. N. M-- has
business on the El Paso and South- gives lessons on the violin and man
western division; and Wm. Reed con ceni8.
make
to
agents
intention
'nis
for the United filed notice of
western in eastern New Mexico. dolln. Guaranteed to lie fne best
iork, sole
tructlna; engineer of the Hondo and States.
r
proof in support of
Remember the name Doans linal
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
teacher in Albuquerque. Any one defferWhad dams on the Pecos and for
No.
Entry
3.
Homestead
for right party. Can ex- siring lessons address general deliv
his claim, viz:
thth Elephant Uutte dam on the Rio and lake no other.
NW
1901,
for
the
April
22,
plain
good reason for selling. Lo- ery, city.
6312. made
lirande. In the reclamation service
A Badly Burned Girl
Section 4, lxts s "i
cality healthiest in New Mexico. AdSW
o
there are three divisions of engineers' or boy, man or woman, is quickly 14
and
8.
5,
Section
1
Section 5, Lots and
dress inquiries to this paper.
OVERCOATS.
tHMisuliing. supervising and construct
N,
12
pain if lim kli'ii's Arnica Salve Lot
Twp.
out
of
9,
Section
3.
for sale
FOR BALE The Minneapolis house,
Unredeemed overcoats
IBK. and each of these three were is applied promptly.
O. J. Welch of
said proof will be44 rooms, all furnished; income $160 cheap at Rosenfield's, the pawn brokrepresented on the board. There are rckonsha, Mich., says: "I use it in Ranse 6 E, and tuat
nerat
Clerk
the Probate
ler mouth; must le sold; parties er tho man you can trust.
only five consulting engineers in the niy family for cuts, sores and all made before
naiillo, N. M., on November 5, lwo.
Koing away.
Price $3,600 for lot
service, one of whom U .Mr. sauuers, skin Injuries,
.o
following
witnesses
perfect."
it
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
and find
He names the
building and furniture; best paying
who was on the board empowered to Qnikest pile cure
upon,
residence
Best
heal nrov hla continuous
known.
in Albuquerque. Call or BREAD and take no other.
iroiierty
pen the bids for the Leesburg procultivation of, the land, vlr:
aildiess ". D. Ward, Minneapolis
ject. Mr. Sanders was unable to ing salve made. 25c nt all druggists. andNestor
A Young Mother at 70.
Gonzales of Hagan, in.
house, Albuquerque, N. M.
but
meeting
board
of
the
attend the
a.
LADIES OF ALBUQUERQUE.
has suddenly been
"My nioUier
Piacnas,
La
of
Jucoho Gutierrei
e
Thirty-acrKOR
quarwired bis authority to the other two
SALE
ranch,
I am Introducing in your lively city M.; Jose P. Uutlerrer. of
fiacuaa,
young nt 70. Twenty years or
made
will
He
open
bills.
Inthe
to
government
ter
engineers
mile north
had
Holleni Shoulder Brace N. M.; Andres Armijo of
Placita, dian ofschool;
tbo
suffering from dyspepsia
two acres good bear- intense
arrive in El Paso later to confer wltu ard famous
he:-- .
until six
combination clothes supporter.
disabled
entirely
. M.
ing
Mr. Hall.
with
fruit;
orchard
all kinds of
Dr. Hollem brace not only Rives
ago, when she besan taking
MANUEL R. OTERO.
When the bids were opened at 2 The
six acres cultivated ground and bal- months
Register.
a lithe and graceful fiRiire, line forces
Electric
Hitters which have completeseven-rooo'clock October 17'h, It was found deep
ance
in alfalfa. Good
breathing, so cssentitil to pxi.l
ly cured
her and restored the
on
only
were
two
bidders
there
residence,
biun and other strength
frame
that
and the real secret if Iuiik liv- health
activity she had In the
and
Burns.
ano
for
Bruises
of
only
one
these
Wounds,
aud
particuwork
out
buildings.
For
further
the
It elves men Hie tialuliin i t a
writes Mrs. W. L.
prime
life."
of
dressing
(he entire contract, lu placing the iiiK.
adantiseptic
R.
D.
I.
of
or
listed,
lars inquire
Uy applying an
Oreatest
Mo.
school. It prevents iht
of
Danforth.
Inlike
contract the work was divided into military
and
pohtoftice
city.
box
dress
lis.
on the globe.
smothering of the limns In srowuig to wounds, bruises, burns
medic
ine
restorative
in,
sets
three schedules. Schedule No. 1
"""""personal.
school juries before Inflammation
Sets stomach, liver and kidneys
matura-imr- f
The dam. all concrete work and C.ihmi boys and girls (especially
parents iilone they may be healed without the time SOI'THERN Glltl.S are Hie most right, purifies the blood and cures
feet of canal: Schedule No. 2 Five children), for which
in uhout
Ijtily
beautiful hi I he world. Get next nmbirin. biliousness and weaknesses
miles of canal not included in sched lire to blame. Price, E.$1.(m.
This
i.w iha nl.l treatment.
I..
Tnug
Mrs.
f.,,i..f..i i...ive tonic Prico fOc.
boys, and Join our correspond'-nctriumph
uie No. 1. Schedule No. 3 Diver auents wanted. delivery.
and
discovery
proi.tj.Kt
iu
th
by all druggists.
u
particulars.
tor
The
club.
Guaranteed
Write
sion of the river bed for about a mile city. General
surfcery. Chamberlain's
of ni.vieni
O.
box
P.
Chatta
liixie
l
club,
prlncl-nlear Pcaasco rock. As this point the
Pain Balm acts on this aame
Sick Hesdahe Cured.
uiMiga. Tenn.
river bed cuts in in such a way
li u an antiseotlc and when ap
Sick headache
is causea by deMOTH PENNYROYAL PILLS
to endaugff the route of the canal rangement
causes them to
STOLEN
injuries,
inplied
by
such
to
stomach
and
of
the
i
They
tMiou Wfiknfw. irrrii-Isaand for this reason it will be diverted digestion.
the
allays
Vlfctur
it
uiuuill"tt.tucrrftv
wheel,
Stomach heal very quickly. It also
Pennant
Chamberlain's
Uluck
STOLEN
l.I
til
bunt!
a
iJtiu
to urevent the menace.
any
prevents
fatma-land
"
v
soreness
lit
pain
for
I.H
n
"
of
disthese
return
correct
I.
Liver
and
Reward
sinie.
and
Tablets
bran.
J. B. Nelson of San Antonio, Texas,
lustlrlpat n ..n'...i ,i1iiiii n Keep a
of blood poisoning.
MJ4 West Hazleiline street.
"
i. mi nt il uru
ausue a bid on the entire contract orders and effect a cure. Uy taking danger
your
home
lu
Halm
n.ittnly tr wiiu.i
,...,!
nt
infirst
as
kn.u
these
soon
the
tablets
as
.eluding the three schedules. Albert
LOST.
thrill, t lill.'l lt hnn ill
money
and
vou
time
,n.i
will
a
appears
it
l
Kaie
mr bot
iit
of
on
the
dication
the disease
Wallis of El Puso made a bid
s
i,v nttitl. Hold Y
4
mention thA inconvenience and LOST Ijidy's Jacket, dark brown,
CUEMICAt
1,011
schedule No. 3. Nelson was lower attack may be warded off. Get a free n...
Jfr.
buttons.
entail. For
sho'ilder cape and white
auch lniurles
an bis bid for schedule three than sample and try them. For sale by all ...ftM-imTOR SALE BY - .ANN & SON.
Return to Citizen office. Reward.
sale by all druggists.
was Wallis and beiug the only bidder druggists.

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Alchisoa, Topcks

&

Ssota Fe Railway Company

hag'

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

ry

1

E

. . .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts or tho Wond

n

We Want Your

Banking Business

.

nr.

SUPERVISING

$500,000.00
$250,000.

a...

ii,

,o

mm-berto-

Solicits

West Gold Ave

205 West Gold

:

and

OrrtCCRB AND DlttKCTORm
furnished

m

Facilities.

Extends to "Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

RfcNT.

Three-roo-

DEPOSITS

reMO.

POR TERFIELD CO.

que, N. M.

FOR

SAVINGS

ON

With Ample .Means and Unsurpassed

W. L. Brown, Gen. Del
WANTED
Traveler for

established
house; S12 per week; expenses ad
vanced, references. Address, with
stamp, J. A. Alexander, Albuquer

ALLOWED

MONEY to LOAN

TWO LOTS

COPP.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING

NEW MEXICO

capHai .ind surplus, $ioo,coo

Call and aee us before borrow-sout- h
.
end able.
of v aduct. feenu
J- - Swccney- - P"P'letor- w"Lgi'K
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED Tie makers. Good prices steamship tickets to and from all
Col
parts of the world.
No. 1 timlier. Transportation
nurn'H Employment Agency.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Kyt.
Salesman experienced in
WANTliJJ
PRIVATE OFFICES.
any line to sell general trade in New
Open Evenings.
Mex. An unexcelled specialty prop
osition, to fill vacancy Nov. 1, for the
balance or tnis year ana ivvi. commissions with $35 weekly. The Con
tinental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, O.
WAN 1 ED Good man in each county
1,i represent and advertise
hard
ware department, put out samples, Close In on North Fifth, at a bargain
expense
tnis ween
etc.: salarv 121 weekly:
money advanced. Dept. A, 1 he Co
lumhia House, Chicago.
WANTED Position as clothing sales- - Also 5 room house, close in, lowlands,
man ly experienced man Address
for $2700.00.

B. F.

atuumiAcir

ALBUQUERQUE

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAN8.

WANTED.

THE NEWEST DRUG STORE
IN THE CITY, AND ONE OF
THE MOST COMPLETE,
DRUG STORES IN
YOU
SOUTHWEST.
THE
ARE INVITED TO CALL AND
SEE IT.

$1.50 up
Painless Extracting .. ...BOc

man who thouid be working for yon?
h wouid gladly lend you moneyT
mii
n.m vm wculJ like to buy your horse?
man who would buy an Interest In your
man who would buy that lot of ground?
man who would buy your old bicycle?

0, 1906.

'nswajU'ju.TW!

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
with names &nd addresses
of people who are
"Neccessary to Youj Prosperity'

Pharmacy

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

the
the
the
the
the
the

OCTOBER

BANK INSTITUTIONS

v5

X5hQ

'

Highland

HIGHLAND

SATURDAY,

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

ALBUQUERQUE

Located at the Ccner
of Railroad Ave. and
Broadway is now the
home of the

drier,

For Delegate to Congress

IN

TALLEST

CITIZEN.

EVENING

DIRECTORS
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N.

..Iarron.

e

1

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

THE BIG DAM

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

50-fo- ot

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

One-thir-

Cru-rfM-

1

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
&
&
read.

M--

V.

.

live-yea-

v

Is

1873.

0

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

,

one-thir-

ESTABLISHED

"OLD RELIADLE."

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
A

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

S040w00wOO

o

.J. C.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER

V

'

i

I

i

1m-

iin

r

--

JO"

PAINT Covers more, loo..f best, wears the
longest, most economical; f ill measure.
BUlLDlNij PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
F'BST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

?

2LLBUQUEEQTJE

'SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1906.

THREE

III

SHOT

ON THE TRAIN

walked up the aisle to where Shanley j railroad hospital.
was slttln , and when he reached him
At an early hour Thursday morning
ishanley arose and walked over wt'h Vincent and Purvis were doing as
r
iris-onehim to another seit whrre the
well as could be expected tinder the
was slttln.? by himself.
nrcuir.ftancps. but the outlook Is not
asked,
?o favorable for Wilbur. The bullet
is this tiie man?" Shanley
"who sold you the mules?"
which struck him entered the abdo-- t
men to the left of the naval perfora"lfa the man." replied Wilbur.
Just then, quick as a flash. Purvis ting the intestines;, and the chances
drew a 82 revolver, to the surprise are against his recovery,
of everyone, and placing it to the alc
The tragedy took place at 7:45, and
domen of Wilbur, Bred.
until the train reached Globe at 8:40
Hardly had the sound of the shot the three wounded men lay in the car
been heard before Shanley Jumped on- bleeding from their wounds. By the
prisoner, trying to time the train reached Glotx the car
to his murder-ben- t
secure the weapon. He was at Pur- resembled a charnel house. Blood bevis' left side, and throwing his right spattered everything, while great pools
arm around the prisoner's back he of the crimson
disfigured tne
tried to hold the hand that grasped floor.
the weapon. He partly succeeded, for
Wilbur Just Married.
T.
A.
It Is the opinion of Mtssrs.
A pathetic feature of the tragedy Is
Smith, Duncan and others who board,llbur was only married some
ed the train at Rice and saw the whole 'that
occurrence, that the second shot was ;en days ago, his bride having been In
mee not over a week, coming from
Intended for the officer.
oh Angeles. Phe was advised as soon
But the prisoner's aim was ("icflcctrd I.
n:
of rh' awful ffalr; and
and the bullet plowed through the side will possible her
husband's side by the
of his own hend, blowing away a big first reach
train.
piece of the skull and exposing the
Too much credit cannot be paid Offl- -'
brain. So strong, however, was the
Impulse In the man to take unman life cer Shanley for Ills brave efforts to
the murderer, despite the
that he succeeded in emptying the overcome
fact that he was unarmed. Had 'he porevolver before he relinquished It. The ssessed
weapon
a
the. outcome might
third shot, a wild one. struck Percy have been
different.
Vincent, a machinist's helper, who hnd
been to Tucson with one of the locoPurvis Dies at Midnight.
motives Injured In the late fire in the
Just as the Telegram goes to press
railroad shops here. This shot took word reaches the office that Purvis
effect in Vincent's groin. The next died at 12:10, without regaining contwo shots did no damage.
sciousness from the time the doctors
Looked Like Charnel House.
dressed the gaping wound In his head.
The train proceeded on Its way as
The dead man, who was only about
rapidly as possible, that medical "nlp 24 years of age. was well known about
might be secured. Arriving at Globe, town. He had been employed at all
Purvis and Wilbur were taken to the the local livery stables, last working
county hospital and Vincent to the for Barclay, Higdon & Co.
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From Olobc Telegram.
Thor lras a bloody and tragic sequel to the arrest of Jack Purvis at
Bowie Wednesday, on the charge of
span of mules from the
stealing
Warrior Copper company, which he
had sold tr Crowley & Shearer of
rice.
VV..rn
Sheriff George Shan-le- y
reached Bowie on his return from
J'iioenlx. where he had taken Keener,
the Insane patient, to the asylum,
Jack Purvis was turned over to him
to bring to Globe for trial. Shanley
execiscd the usual precaution taken
by an officer of searching his man, but
later, when tho prisoner expressed a
desire to get a package he had left
with a friend, the officer granted his
request. But when the prisoner returned from his quest Shanley neglected to again search htm. And out of
this oiWaslon grew a tragedy that may
cost several lives.
Fired Five 8hots.
When the train reached Rice, on Its
way to Glohe, A. F. Wilbur, forwarding agent of Crowley & Shearer,
boarded It to Identify the prisoner. He

life-flu-

id
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LITTLE PRACTICE, BUT WEST POINT'S

A TOTAL OF ONLY TWENTY
HOURS ALLOWED THEM TO
GET READY. BUT THEY GIVE
BIG 6IX A HOT TIME.

rut.-Tie- r,

DEFENDANTS OBJECT TO
POSTPONEMENT OF TRIAL
A Roswell dispatch, dated October
18, says: The main feature
in the
t'nitel States court today In the land
fraud cases was a motion made by
Major l.iewtllyn, United States prosecuting attorney, in the cases against
B. H. Tallmadse of Denver, C. L. and
E. R. 'laiiniadge of Chicago and others
to have the cases continued. The motion waB made verbally, and hrought
out animated discussion.
The attorneys for the defense made
a strong plea to have the cases tried
at the present term, said all of the
were present, and had prepared for the trial at a great expense
and wanted immediate trial, as they
claimed it was a case of prosecution
and O-- would be vindicated by a fair
trial.
The principal reason given by the
government for asking the continuance was Ucause ti. tases tried previously were still in the supreme court
bavins h'vn taken there by the government as appellant, and the government wanted these case finally deposed u. before trial of the new ones.
Judgf Pope ruled that the United
attorney should file his motion

With

You

This

Can
Do

Oil
Heater

With a Perfection Oil Hcntcr yon can heat a cold
r.n.r..-t,bed room, make a
nm
i.
chilly lMllway, heat water quickly, and do many things
better thin can be done with any other stove no matter
what fuel it burns. The superiority of the
sick-roo-

I

PERFECTION

J. II. Eakln, President
Vice President.

-

Clias Mellni, rVjemarr

O. Gioml,

O. BecbecbL

Trauttre.

Consolidated Liquor Company
8ucssnr to

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WMOLCBALK DmALKH0 IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt

lo tatflt
kpmatvrythlng labarHook
oomplolo

Ibm

fM$tldl0UM

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jo. 8s
Sohliti, Wm. Lamp and St Louis A. B. C. BreweHee; YellowatoiM,
Green River, VV. H. McQrayer'e Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Morv
arch, and other standard brands of wriliklea too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best rtuarlea.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect wr
Stock and Prices, or WTlte for Illustrated Catalogue and Prlca Lit.
Issued to dealers only.

A Perfect God Send

Oil Heater
(Equipped

with Smokeless Device)
That Albuquerque is Blessed Willi Gas '

or
T.ir oil fount oni thp wl, k carrier nre
llironjrfiout. which In.urr. .inrbllitT. circs (tretmade of brat
co,t.
h,o,l indicator ami handle. Urate, li "Shi .5 I
portable. Absolutely af and imple-wl- ck
cannot be
to high or too low.
icrated n enily ai a lamp Allturned
narta
eauily cleaned. Two fininhen
and japan. Keerv heater
warranted. If not at yoar dea.cra write Bearcat agency for
dracriptire circular.
can b ti,t In any room
The
m-- tl.

nu-kr- l

jR&yb Lamp

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT BY INSTALLING A
GAS HEATER AND RANGE. COME PAY US A VISIT.
WE WILL BE DELIGHTED TO SEE YOU AND WILL
CHEERFULLY SHOW YOU OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF GAS HEATERS AND RANGES. ALL SIZES, ALL
KINDS. WE HAVE JUST THE ONE TO SUIT YOU.

man is me teit
house lamp made. i;ivea
a clear, atradv lluht. la
Ine aieat lamp you can
buy. Braaa thrrmrhout and lcket plated. Bqmpne.1 with
the latest lproe-- l bnrarr
Handaome simple aatlafactorv
Krery lamp warrante.1.
Write to nearest acency if you cannot
get it from your dealer.

OIL COMPANY

IT'S WORTH
THE MONEY

Tha Albuquerque

Gas, Electric Light and Power Co
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

00K0

THE
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

aV

I

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fllntkota Raollng

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

1

Our Prices
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are right
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Is over, it is time for them to bottle
down to study. On Wednesdays there
Is no drill or parade and the time for
practice is extended to about an hour.
On Saturdays, when there is a half
holiday, they manage to get In a couple of hours. This brings the tim
for practice up to about five hours a
week.
The system at West Point confines
practice almost entirely to that of the
fundamentals of the game. Every
available moment Is spent In perfecting each man In the rudiments, tackling, getting down the field, kicking,
handling and falling on the ball, until fumbling or falling on a kick or
tackle is reduced to the minimum.
On the other hand, this training fits
them to take every advantage of any
in writing, and the decision will be

made tomorrow.
The following new land fraud cases
in the United States court were set
for trial today:
United States vs. Attorney J. B.
William B. Linnell and Hannah
Llnneil, for alleged perjury and conspiracy to defraud the government, set
for trial October 24.
United States vs. George Roberts.
Ayers, Francis Locklear, Zed Kocklear
and others for alleged conspiracy to
defraud the government, set for trial
October 25.
"Had dvsDcnsIa or indigestion for
years. No appetite, and what I did
eat distressed nie terribly. Uur.l'xk
Blood
Bitters cured me." J. H.
Wa'ker, Sun bury, Ohio.

All Kinds

M

U

right

Commercial Printing

ii

"He has achieved success who has
lived well, laughed often and loved
much; who has gained the truist of
pure women and the love of little
children; who has filled his niche

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

has

never

lacked appreciation
of
to, express it;
who has always looked for the best
In others and given the best he had;
whose life was an inspiration; whose
memory a benediction.

earth's beauty or failed

RESOLVED

TWAT NOW UC ARE rtTTHE:
ToP,UE THALL nAKELTrlJNGS

spin,

vt nptotnutiGs spin

BJTORE. AND THE MILLS MADE
THINGS SPlti WHERE ALLOFouR.

riATfRiALs CAnc

rnon. dota

VoU UANT THV(75 TROW THE
STORE WHERE THE HUSTLE IS?

ofcourse yiyj

Do

BUSTER 8RowrV.

sr

BAD MAN" UNDER
ARREST FOR SHOOTING.

Ramon Sandoval, notorious bad man
from the San Juan, was brought to
i ierra Amarlalla Tuesday last by
Sheriff Pedro Qulntana. of that
county charged with having shot up
the town of Rosa last Saturday, shoot- lng at everything that came his way,
but when he encountered a half dozen
armed determined citizens, headed by
;the deputy sheriff he was soon
bound and brought to Jail;
he has been terrorizing that part oi
.sun Juan county and the southern
part of Archuleta county for some
' years.
Sandoval Is under indictment
now for shooting up a dance
at
another place. Judge McFle will attend to his case at the next term of
tiie district court.

Our Work

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

:

'

. .

A Kansas woman, Bepsle A. Stanand accomplished his task; who has
ley, of Lincoln, won a $250 prize by left the world better
than he found
writing the following definition of It, whether by an Improved
poppy, a
"What Constitutes Success."
perfect poem or a rescued soul; who

clumsiness on the part of an opponent, a fact which has won them many
a point.
The team rarely lines up except for
signal practice until its first game,
and when it does. It Is only after a
total of only twenty hours of prac-tlce.
Under Buch conditions it seems lit
tie short of a miracle that they are
able year after year to turn out teams
which make the big six take serious
heed, but they do. It means hard
work. It means that for three months
he knows neither rest nor recreation,
There can be no let up in his routine
work, no cutting of duty. His legitimate duties are as onerous as at other times and his little time for recre-- ,
atiem is consumed In practice. .

ZtfUl

EVENING
. . .

PUBLISHED BY . . .

over-Ipowtre-

AeN'rwtiiinritn.j.

No. 41.

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

SW'l IT A PLEASURE ToK YOU To BUY YOUR
CLoTHEsS FROM THE JToRE Yol KNOW 1
AT
THE TOP. YOU CAN THEN FEEL THAT YOU HAVE
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Bids are invited by the undersign- DONE YOUR BE.ST.
THE .STORE AT THE TOP HAS
ed for the boring or drilling of a well SLATED FOR THE
MANY ADVANTAGES OVER THE STORE AT THE
In Fairvlew cemetery, as per specifications, which will be furnished upon
SUPREME COURT BOTTOM. A .STORE THAT HA J CLIMBED THE
application.
O. W. STRONG'S

SONS,

Supts. Fairview Cemetery.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no ctner.

KREAM

The Message
Ftom Home
U n.. - ;ipt to s;rike a rosponsivu chord at this
than at anv
other. That's l robably because you've had a prosperous season
au.'l
yo'ir i noughts are with your folks and former friends "back east" or
' un north." and there Is a yearning
io visit them and again see the
old fjmiliar places. If you've an attack of "homesickness"
a n,
a serious malady, but it ought to be humored t write me at once
particulars of our Home Visitors' i:rurslons to be run October for
"
:n.' November 13 and 27.

i

r-

One and one third fare for round
trip. Minimum $10.00.
da talc Oct. 21 and Nov. IJ and
27. Thirty day limit.

What

CONTINENTAL

FOOT BALL TEAM IS 6BEAT

Special Correspondence.
West Point, N. Y.. Oct. 20. The
young man who elects to make a
name for himself on the gridiron at
Wteat Point, undertakes a. task that
would make the average college candidate for football honors hesitate
and consider.
The cadets at the United States
military academy are beyond doubt
the busiest students In the world.,
WHth nine hours of study and reclta.-tlontwo of drill and parade, three
for meals and eight for sleep, the
cadet's time from 6 In the morning
till 10 at night Is fully occupied.
When it is remembered that what
remains Is scattered along in half-hou-r
periods throughout
the day,
and that the cadet has a multiplied)
of little errands to attend to In addition to his routine duties, the wonder
prows a to where on earth he finds
time for football practice and training.
From reveille, at 6 a. m., unt.ir
breakfast, half an hour later., there Is
a period in whtch each cadet Is supposed to sweep, dust and arrange his
room and prepare himself for breakfast. By rising before reveille, the
football man can do all this and be
free to use the half hour gained In
sprinting around the big grass plain,
after which he hurries Into uniform
for breakfast.
At 9 o'clock cadets may. if they so
desire, make down their beds and go
to bed. Taps, when all must be In
bed, sounds at 10 o'clock. During
this time the football squad, by special permission, turns out for another Jog around the plain.
During the season, about forty men
of the squad are fed at training table, where hot food and fruit are
served in addition to the regular bill
of fare of the corps. Candidates are,
of course, required to eschew tobacco during training.
With the first of September, practice begins. Members of the squad
nre required to attend all drills and
parades and this means that four
days cut of the week they get in
barely
an hour of practice. In
order to do this they are excused
from supper with the battalion. By
hurrying from parade they can reach
the field by 5:45. From the field they
so to the bath rooms and the
then to supper, atd, when that
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NEAR

EVENING CITIZEN.

T. E. PURDY, Agent,
The Atchison Topeka & Santa Fc Ry.
Albuquerque, N. M.

LADDER OF SUCCESS HAS THESE ADVANTAGES
OVER THE ONE THAT IS ONLY CLIMBING. FIRST,
THEY HAVE THE PICK OF THE MARKET. THE
BEST MAKERS OF CLOTHES WANT THEIR GOODS
IN THE STORES OF THE BEST SELLERS OF
CLOTHES.
SECOND. PRICE. THE STORE AT THE
TOP HAS GOOD "CREDIT." BECAUSE IT CAN BUY
FOR CASH. DID YoU EVER BORROW MONEY?
YOU KNOW WHAT INTEREST IS THEN. YOU
DON'T HAVE TO PAY A HIGHER PRICE-INTERE- ST

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper

when you deal with us; because we buy for cash, paying

3

no interest, but getting large discounts; again because for
.ll'IMJK

l'HTON. OF
OF THE I'NITKU
STATES CIRCU IT COURT,
FOR HE SUPREME COURT TO
SUCCEED JUSTICE BROWN.
H

H.

I

TEN-NKSSK-

NOW

E

TO CURE

A

COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE 1JROMO Quiuino
Tablets.
rifund monev if
It fails to cure.
E. W. 0 ROVE'S
signature Is on each box. "5c.

Overcoats, Suits, Underwear, Shoes, Hats

everything men

and boys wear W e are at the top.
Respectfully,
SIMON STERN, THE R. R. AVE. CLOTHIER.

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG

ALBUQUERQUE
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Willi grave pomposity the, Morning Journal brands
Newcomer as a "controlled man, a tool or boss-Is' .
'
Headers of the unconvincing harangue against Mr.
Published Dally and Weekly.
Newcomer's record were probably impressed with the
Journal's modesty In omitting any reference whatever
,
fi) ; iu Citizen Publishing Company
to Mr. Newcomer's opponent, John Heaven, Every man
convirsant with the real situation knows that if there
W. T. McCREIQHT,
Is one candidate, in the present contest more strictly
W. ft. STRICKLCR,
Dusiness Manager.
bound by the strinps of bosslsm than any other, that
F"emnul
man Is John He.ivcn. and that the ni:tive which Impelled his "boss" to fertile his nomination was neither
PRINCIPLES OK CANDIDATES
&sviA
In the Interests of Mr. Heaven nor of 'he democratic
On September 26 the people's ticket was nominated party. To watch the amirs of the Journal In denouncing
Overcoats
to
and began 11a canvass for support. On October 18 three Mr. Newcomer as a tod of bjsslsm, while supporting
41
Good Things to Eat'
weeks later its platform was announced. Tersely, these Mr. Heaven t.s an ndvornte of refoim, Is sufficient to
10 to 20
s Suits express the history of the people's ticket ctuse even tlir? "loyal democratic following" to smile.
4 wo sentences
Children's Overcoats
to dale. To the discerning voter these facts will stand
to
O0XX0O0X)00X)CK)XX(X00XX
ut above all the gaudy furblwlilnjjs and blatant banners
Children's Suits f "reform" with which the people's ticket Is being her- x; CAMPAIGN SONG MADE FOR
to
FRESH OYSTERS
alded.
TIME
THIS
LOCAL USE AT
and Boy's Sweaters 75c to $5
Aside from the excruciating ludicrnusntss of those X
We are now handling fresh
(For the Democrats.)
oysters, pceivliu? them direct
incidents, what does a little logic reveal when brousht
beds packed in
from the
and Boy's
bear on the situation?
and
I
m a Jolly democrat, yo ho!
Q
sealed cans.
1.
Who ever heard of a reform movement hclns
A jolly democrat,
get
oysters
your
and
Order
Caps
'organized, the ticket named, Us candidates nominated,
25c to
And Marron is my boss, yo ho!
rts money and heelers put into the field, twenty day be.TM12 OYSTEKS WITH THE.
no
that.
of
doubt
is
There
Q
fore It platform was announced?
PKKFECT OYSTER
2. As everyone knows, the basis of a real reform
A wise man Marron is, and great,
FLAVOR
UNDERWEAR-$1.- 00
movement must be reform sentiment not personal inWith him we trust the party's fate.
m
terests; that the primary requisite Is the principle inwe
consecrate.
things
To him all
X'h
volved not the candidates; the platform first its voDemocracy stands pat.
taries second. If any argument were needed to estabDRESSED POULTRY.
more
nothing
Is
people's
ticket
the
that
fact
lish the
the
prostituting
yo
office
ho!
hunters,
I
democrat,
aggregation
am
a
of
than an
pfXiEAGoorj
Nettleton Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00, Forbush $3.50 to $4.00
,
On Shi unlay we will receive a
name or reform with extravagant claims, this eleventh-hourA jolly democrat;
shipment
of
announcement of its platform would seem to be
I'm going to Join the bolters' nine.
DRESSED TURKEYS.
conclusive.
With Marron at the bat.
were
nominated
candidates
the
DRESSED DUCKS.
A ticket on which
We're free from care.
DRESSED SPRING CHIX.
three weeks ahead of the platform will have some difficulty in convincing the average voter that there was not
We'll win our share,
DRESSED HAMS,
a little something just a shade of a trace of something
Confidence is In the air.
from then on will receive
and
desire for rebesides the overwhelming, heart-wrun- g
a shipment of dressed poultry
at the bat.
Marron
With
pell
rush
patriots
to
'
every week.
form, that actuated these valorous
jjj
melt before the people as candidates for lucrative
I am a democrat, um hum,
The poultry Is from the same
shipper from whom we have
A thoughtful democrat
been receiving
poultry
for
nine,
fusion
I'm told to root for a
years and we can guarantee It
WHY 'NO CANDIDATE?
as fine as any grown in KanWli h 'one democrat to bat.
"
,
And still' it Is a fart that the great and only organ
sas.
plexus
blow.
was
It
solar
a
the
by
of the great and only reform movement, headed
Place your orders now and renal combine, has tio
It wasn't the boss's fault, 1 know,
'great and only
fl
1
ceive the pick of the stock.
1
congress.
It
for
candidate
no
has
ticket;
dough;
head for its
They sny some bank would like the
guaranteed.
Prices
can't put up the name or Delegate Andrews, because it
What do they mean by that?
has abused that gentleman with a volubility and a ven.im
which would put to shame the most gifted nshwife, and
NOW IN
which false and villainous abuse has suppl e'd the campaign attacks of such' democratic sheets as the Koswel.l
VALUE
WELL
and
TIME
AS
OF
as
Bunker
Billy
Record and such democratic orators
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
O. A. Larrazolo.
NEW PANCAKE FLOUR.
TAUGHT BY 13. FRANKLIN
g
not
would
Hopper
mornug
even
the
facts
these
After
NEW
BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.
AnDelegate
name
up
of
put
the
the hardihood to
h
(old fashioned kind)
drews. On the other hand, it dare not put up the name
missA London financier has lost a fortune through
NEW DATES.
ot
of Candidate Irrasolo, having in restraint the fear not
ing a train by a fraction of a minute. A Nebraska man
NEW FIGS.
city
are
this
people
of
The
indignation.
city's
this
NEW WALNUTS.
has lost a bride from the same cause. 'The young womingrates of the Journal type. They appreciate i he fait
NEW ALMONDS.
the ability and the success which marked the an declared that she would rather remain single than
first session of Delegate Andrews in congress, and they be worried. all Ikt life by a man so slow as to be lato
realise that any defection from him in Albuquerque, at his own wedding. Many another, through slight care
BMttlSWtMlMHMW
above all other places in New Mexico, would be tiio
op
appointment,
seen
In
keeping
has
the
an
lessness
most utterly without excuse.
doesn't flare put up the portunity of a lifetime slip away. As cents are to do!
No, the morning turn-copeoples lars so are minutes to hours, and the saving of lxth I
name of Larrazolo. In this way the
ticket has no candidate for congress.
an absolute necessity for the attainment of success.
"Good Things to Fat"
"Dost thou love life? Then do not squander time,
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
LETTER WORTH HAVING
for that Is the stuff life Is made of." Benjamin Frank"HEY ARE RECEIVED.
lin, who said this, not only understood
the value of
Some of the democratic papers and speakers, , followtime, but ho put a price on It that made others appreing the filthy trail of the morning Democrat-Journalciate its worth. A customer who came one day to
have recently "been rehashing the long since exposed
lies ot that paper concerning Delegate Andrews. No FranRlln's little bookstore in Philadelphia, not beinga
given to these yowters than the satisfied with the price demanded by the clerk for
need
C.
O. D.
better . answer
, be nun.
. ... . . . 1
. ..
Dnlca
uuico, nniKTPnm;. book he wanted, demanded to see the proprietor. The
.mwui
following lener iruin ,f
Optician
Scientific
com' tnsn from Pennsylvania and member of the house
clerk pleaded that Mr. Franklin was very busy In the
press room, but the customer Insisted, and Franklin,
mittee en naval affairs. The letter speaks for itself:
summoned, hurried out.
"What is the lowest price you will take for this
Hon. W. H.Andrews, Sauta re. New Mexico.
My Dear Mr. Andrews Accept my hearty congrat- book, air?" asked the leisurely customer.
"One dollar and a quarter." was the prompt reply.
ulations at your renominatlou, and I ulso thank you for
"What? Why your clerk asked me only a dollar
your courtesy In sending me the newspaper enclosing
'
Just now!"
, your speech and the account of the convention.
3
"True," said franklin, "and I could better afforded
I an deligJjted that the people of New Mexico have
Per Gallon
thus endorsed your good work at the last session of to take a dollar than to leave my work."
the
now,"
n:
joking.
man
thought
within
him
"Come,
that
customer
The
congress, and I feel confident
Special Ftice on Large Orders
borders o'f New Mexico can do more for the entire people he said, laughing, "your lowest price for this book."
Delivered to any part of the city
"One dollar and a half."
than you at Washington.
regards.
quarter!"
personal
my
Licensed
and
kindest
director
EmbatiM
you
Funeral
just
dollar
man,
With
"Why,
said a
and a
1
Very truly yours,
"Yes, and I could better have taken that than a
- tax
nones Automatic
Calarmtla. Blk 303
ARTHUR - BATES.
dollar and a half now."
Phone Colo. Red 92.
The purcnaaar paid the higher price. At that, he
Corner Fifth and Railroad Avanue
The Hubbell mania had so struck in on the morn- had lenrned cheaply from the greatest philosopher of his
EYES TESTED FREE
ing paper that it has been led to speak well of former day not only that he who squanders his own time is
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
Governor M. A. Otero, of whom but a little while ago foolish, but that he who wastes the time of others Is a
Suc114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
there was no word in that paper's extensive vocabularyto thief. This busy world does not wait for laggards.
I
THE CELEBRATED
and abusive
cess will meet no man half way unless he Is on time.
wf billingsgate sufficiently derogatory
of instances in your experi- line
meet the demands of the governor's alleged Infamy in The habit of promptness is a priceless possession.
FROM
"NOT
INSTRUC
GUILTY"
wrong doing.
ence where a merchant, starting; on
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B.K. ADAMS THE BEST IN TOWN
$.50

LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM
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Illinois Central R.R.You 'can cite a number
the short

Journal convicts Professor Miller ot
of attending republican primaries.
crime
the nefarloua
The extent to which this charge will embarrass Mr.
Miller Is no doubt a matter of grave concern to his
friends. While attendance at primaries for the purpose
of representing one's sentiment by his vote Is not gen
erally Interpreted as a grave misdemeanor, much polit-a- l
capital will no doubt be made out of the fact by the
people's ticket, In view of the well known principles "f
Professor Stroup, Mr. Miller's opponent, who "never did
do no uech a thing."

The

Morning

New Mexican: In Albuquerque they are betting
odds that the majority of Delegate W. H. Andrews on
November C next, will be 12.000 and over. The New
Mexican is hot of a btfing turn of mind, but must
ledge that straws like the above show clearly
which way the wind blows. A few weeks ago this paper
figured a majority of about ti.OOtt for Delegate Andrews
ext election day. Since then the tide has turned
strongly towards the republican candidate and so many
well meaning democratic voters who desire to benefit
the territory and Its beat interests will cast their ballots
for Mr. Andrews on election day, that this paper is compelled perforce to Increase largely its estimate of the
majority Mr. Andrews will receive. So niof; it be.
m

ii
iflli
now,
If K. A. Hulibell, is luiiuiii
a; elmirmun of (he county ri'imljlii an reniral enminiltee
ho endosen the repulilicau eoiiniy ihkti mid Rives lii
Ie8l labors lo its HiiceesK, an the nun iilnn paper
auserts, then the same Mr. liiiblx ll, in the Hime
rapacity of county eliairnmii, whs mnnitii; fur office IhkI
.prin( In the city election, (or he endors M the city
.
It
ticket at that time and laboied for its
will he remembered that an opposition ticket was put in
the field against the fusion ticket. Hut It may not be
iuulaa to recall the fai t that the mornitiK paper worked
for the fuaion ticket bide by side with Mr. Mubbcll and
fought furiously against many of the very same people
who r now Its chief following In the, idiotic cry ot
-

bei-aius-

Kiici-tts-

HublK-llltill-

l.

paper made an almost pitiable, flounder this morning to escape the Hood of exposure contained in the statistical table of county finances published by The Citizen. Having absolutely nothinK to say
in rebuttal of the fact that the
reform c unity
administration during the last two years was shown, by
figures that could not be refuted, to have been more
travanaiit than any republican administration during
the preceding eight years, 1 lie poor, exposed morning
charlatan began to whine and whimM-- about reflections
upon Mayor MeKce and the city government. City
x peases have nothing to do with this case.
They were
Riven merely as part of the general statistics. The point
which the statistics made as clear as a sunbeam was
thai the much vaunted county government under the
reformers had cost the. taxpayers more money than any
republican "ltd ministration had cott.
The

tst
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FINE TRIBUTE PAID TO
EMPRESS OF GERMANY

000000XC00
spectacular figure in the
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BASS

a small scale, became a marked
success in a few years.
He started within his means, each
year he kept adding a little to his
stock until finally he had the largest and best store in town.
A bank account grows in t he
tame way. You can start with a
smaii amount, add to it from time
to time, Just what you can spare,
(it's a good plan to deposit regularly, and you will find thnt your
account will grow more than you
had txpected.

To

g

affairs of tho world, 'he
German emperor is a doer as well as a poseur. He has
the welfare of his people at heart. Hut the prestige of
his empire Is" dearer to him, for Kmperor William's ruling passion Is ambition.
The glory of the greatest achievement accomplishduring
ed
his reign, however, bids fair to be accorded
to hU wile, the mild and gentle lndy who meekly agrees
with her lord that a woman's sphere of endeavor is embraced in the affairs of children, church and kitchen.
This woman set herself the task of making war on
tuberculosis. These many years she has been steadlast
She has pleaded In Feu-- ,
in her attention to the cause.
sympathetic ear of her
into
the
son and out of sason
husband for the encouragement of scientific research
ti tiding to eliminate the disease or to check us alarming
spread, and she lias argued lo excellent effect before
other auiiitors.
Tuberculosis
itetuins from the (jerman National
congress must be Indeed gratifying to her.
The reports fiom this congress show a di crease in
deaths trorn tuberculosis since lhi.1 of UK per cent, tit
the persons treated in the different sanatoria 31 P'r
cent have been restored to health. I'nder the workman's
Individuals were treated at
insurant act i.i I'.nij Z
the different sanatoria. More than nine million tlo'lars
have been spent since 19U1 by the Cerman insurance
cum panics In lighting the plague.
This expenditure insanut-.Tifor adults
cluded the building of twenty-si- x
and ten for childieii.
The empress continually urged the Insurance companies to this action, and they are general la according
to her Inlliieuce and untiring zeal the results attained.
The soldiers of the emperor may subjugate a foreign
power, compel favorable Hade relations, bring death or
wounds t, u.icoii'ileil fi How bum ins. but those who take
the commands of the empress foster the spirit of humanity ami work under it ,, banner of mercy. They do not
acie t he f.iei that Kipling expressed in sarcasm w hen
he said that the cheapest commodity in the world is
hitman life. This woman, in spite of her great rank,
unobiiiihiw in all things els,-- , is valiant in this most
prodigious battle agalnM ihe most powerful and inslili-ou- s
foe of the human race. Augusta Vlc'oria may well
be called great. She hus diverted her dauntless woman's will to do the dictates of her great woman's lieari.
and tlie strength she has brought to the work Is mag
nitlcent. it doe.; not seem to be In nature, however, t
shower honors upon the gentle who are strong. The
magnitude of a hero's fame Is usually measured by his
success in attaining advantage at the cost of human
life. Dujuth Tribune.
A

TION

O. F. O.
WHISKEY COLORADO

Alter the testimony of seven witnesses In the case of C. I'. Bass.
chnrg"d with violating thu statute
with icgai d tu the practice- - of medicine without a license, Judge Abbott
this afternoon directed thu lury to
return a verdict of not guilty.
The acquittal of Bass is perhaps
due t; the failure ot the prosecution
to establish that he received compensation for treating tubercular
with a preparation advertised
as "l'ulmoline." Massage in used in
the treatment, which involves rulr
bing the preparation into the pores of
the skin on the cheat and bacK of the
patient.
Mass eame
to Albuquerque from
Knoxulle, Tenn., last September and
opened offices ojer the
lllckok &
Maynard jewelry store,
where he
treated patients, acording to tho testimony, without cost.
Among tho witnesses were Kev. J.
W. T. Nell, pastor or the Kirst Baptist church, Dr. O. U MeLauders and
lr. (!. . Harrison. The .physicians
are officers of the territorial board of
health and it was upon their information the indictments were returned.
Executive Clemency Recommended.
lose Moya, charged with unlawfully
drawing and shooting a pistol, was
found guilty by a jui yof his pers
wh.ch heard thf case. The jury recommended executive
clemency in
view of the circumstances, which it
thought extenuating.
N'w Cases Filed.
Atiorney Felix H. Lester has Hied
three new cases in the district court.
Tliev are: Mcintosh Hardware company vs. Henry J. farmer.
M. W.
r'louim y, Sam I'lcard.
Blanche M.
(latchel mid Clara Tascher.
Foreclosure of mechanic's lieu on a house
f'ituaied In the Highlands.
st Meyers vs. John Lewis;' an
aeiion on acount for goods had and
l eceh
ed.
Spnoner & Kyau vs. ). N. Matron.
Wallace Hesseldeli. C.
Carnahan.
('. A. Whitten and Sara Whittcn. being an action to foreclose a mechanic's lien on a house on lot i. block lfi,
New Mexico Town company's addl-- i

Bottled In Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

.

.

ion.

At'oniev H F. Huvnolds brings suit
on betniif of M. W. Flournoy, trustee,
and Clara Tascher,
against II. J.

Farmer and Zena Farmer, to foreclose
a deed of trust. The uuiouut involved
is

H.SOlT.

MEMNI

&

EAKIN

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone.

109.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
$6.50
PER TON

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

Ouluth

AND THE NORTHWEST.
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

ONE NiGHl
o-T-

.

j

THE

CHICAGO,

MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

;

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

JUST RECEIVED

The finest train service .to the above ch
lon Gr
and Meat Market
n n tn
Mem- flw llrtpiiTiR
tin n
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
Ind.;
Evansville,
VlcksbuTG,
phis,
A choice line of Imported Goods HNashville. Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jack-- ,
ired from Italy.
In
points
i8:nv'.lle, Fla., and all other
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle tr.e best
o- meats and a full line of choice
RAILROAD TIME TABLE cerles.
'

'

q- -

LOMMORI

WOOD

A MATTEUCCI.

(In effect July 1. 1906.)
Eastbound.
'o. 2 Atlantic Express, arrives
a. in., departs 8:25 a. m.
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
4 Chicago Limited, arrives li:Bf .We keep the quality ot our brraa
No.
FOR
$2.25 AND $2.75
p. in., departs W:0 a. m.
y t th. highest. This is possible
No. 8. Chicago & Kansa City Ei
press, arrives 6:45 p. m-- , departt by using
7,40 p'm"
The Best Flour,
westbound.
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:S
Tke Je8t Labor, ,
p. ro., departs
:i p. m.
1 he Beat Methods,
COUNTY FAIR.
No. 8. California Limited, arrives
,
11:05 a. ui.. departs 11:25 a. m.
Program for "The Country Fair." t
be held at the Presbyterian churcn No. 7, Mexico & California Express not only in mixing and baking, but
arrives 12:05 p. in., departs
Thursday evening. October
also jn taking care of and selling
P lU
7 3u
Fair opens.
the bread. If you want the best
dcpait-lueut
Southbound.
Chairman of home rooking
No. 27 El Paso train, departs at 12:35 you'H have to use Balling's Bread.
Mrs. Helsey linker.
Chairman of garden and farm prodLocal freight train, No. 98, south
uct
Mis. Jane (jreeubough.
PIONEER BAKERY,
commbound, departs at 5 a. in., and car
Chairman of refreshment
MOT BOUTM riRBT BTBCtT.
(ioodcook.
passengers.
ries
Mahahey
itteeMrs.
Arrives From South.
Prl.e for
Haby show.
8 o'clock
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:j
nicest dressed baiiy. Prize f r preta. m.
IHE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
tiest baby.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
Prize.
8:311 Sack nice.
:m Prize awanled to handsomest No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
man.
San Francisco.
9:30 Prize awarded to the lady
No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
wearing the oldest fashioned costume. All trains dally.
U. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.
T. E. PUItDT. Agent.
No admission charged.
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We Keep it Up
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SATURDAY,
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20, 1906.

PACE FIVE.

HO

RG E INITIATION

INGS CLOSE TODAY
Newly

Lodge

in the

Room-Banq- uet

Chosen Officers In- 5
stalled This Morning at
Masonic Temple.

Evenin-

THE

Crowley and Lynch,
of Chicago, in Attendance.

CO.MPLETE

Sunday, October 21. is to lie one
of thuse memorable days in the exist- of the strong local council of the
Knight of Columbus which will be
remembered with Joy and enthusiasm
by b:;h the many regular members
and tb.' large class of candidates
about to be initialed. The three de- Brees of the order wiil be exempli- fled in the Elks' lodge room. At K:43
in. fill the members of the AHm- querquo council No. 641 and also all
the candidates, will assemble In bt.
Mary's school building, from whence
they will uroeeed to the Immaculate
Conception church, where they will
receive holy communion In u body at
high mass at 7 o'clock. The Immaculate Conception choir will render
the music during the Holcmn service.
The initiation ceremonies will commence at. 1 p. nt., ail the member!
and candidates being specially requested to be there promptly on time
in order that the exercises may be
facilitated in their regular procedure
as much as possible. The members
of the local council appointed to
demostrate the first nnd second decrees are: T. B. Garuan, G. K.; .1. U.
McManus. 1). G. K.;'J. H. Obphant,
C: R. J. Archer, I W.; H. U. Wallen-- i
horat, I. G.; and
T. Delaney, F. S.
The mnsical accompaniment to the
ceremonies will be given by the
Knights of Columbus choir under the
leadership of M. P. Kelly. The exemplification of the second degree
will take place at 3 p. m., and
that of the third at 6 p. m. District
Deputy J. J. Crowley anil suite of
Chicago will exemplify the major de- -

sree.

A large number of candidates have

advantage of this opportunity
Mo seek admission into this progress-- j
ive society. It has been deemed ad- vlsable to limit the number to fifty
and it Is practically assured that fully
that number of qualified applicants
will be initiated.
Among those who
have qualified for membership
are
the following names: William Iieau- champ, Frank Kruske, George P. Pat- rinse, r. j. aicsnane. jos. 11. Asseim,
Karl Wilson. Thos. I.abarge, Herman
Emil Glosetter, Pat. M. Ma- loney, W. T. Doherty, P. O'Grady, C.
F. McDermott, C. F. lterger, .I. Peters,
A. S. Tessler. J. J. Kelly. V. Chls- noim, uwen a. Kane, tiornian Hei- lnap, J. Fogarty, J. S, Brangle, M. J.

been tho order of the day, an t every
effort has been made to make the
The brand order of Hie Eastern
caslon a marked success. The prowth Slfir convened this morning ut Maof the Albuquerque council has been sonic temple lo Install the new ofli-ceelected at the meeting yesterday
remarkable.
It is true that the
The appointive, officers
whole order has spread with rapidity afternoon.
over the United States and Can id a, were named this morning by Mrs.
Lena Ikilton of Carlsbad, the newly
so that there are now sortie
;i.0Mj elected grand matron of tho order.
Knignis, nut when we consider the They
installed this morning
size of Albuquerque and the youth with wereelective
officers. The comthe local council i will appear cer-a- . pute the
roster of new officers follows:
talnly very much to the credit of the
ii and matron, Mrs. Lena Bolton,
officers that tin re is au assured Carlsbad,
N. M.
membership of nearly 2oo
Grand, patron, John K. Griffith. SoThe principles mum which tho an- - corro.
clety is. based are noble-nn- ,l
inspirAssociate grand matron, Mrs. Mae
ing; the ceremonies employed in the lirowne,
Ias Vegas.
installation of members are wholeAssociate grand patron, C. D. Stesome and impressive, nnd the efforts vens,
Ilaton.
which this association has already
secretary, Mrs. Minnie Milmade for the good of society and of ler,Grand
Albuquerque.
the church have distinctly
recomGrand treasurer, .Mrs. Kate Moir,
mended it to the attention of all Demiug.
members of the Catholic relipion.
Grand conductress, Mis. Mary DunThe society is distinctly a fraternal can,
Denting.
organization, and being cemented In
Associate giand conductress, Mrs.
Its membership bv noble ideals both
Reed. Las Vegas.
as to country and religion, it is Minerva chaplain,
Grand
Air. Thomas F. 'De
worthy of the attention of all Catho- Shon,
Gallup.
lic young men. It la also a militant
Kingsley,
Grand marshal, Ernest
society. On account of the social and Albuquerque.
religious exigencies of the times this
Grand Adah, Miss Edith Kverltt,
trait of the organization will likelv Albuquerque.
develop into one of Its most marked
Grand Ruth, Mrs. Maud Snook, Racharacteristics, and in this way it ton.
will prove Itself of the most eminent
Mrs. Rok". Snidon,
Grand Esther,
benefit to society. Its efforts In this Raton.
direction so far have been confined
Grand Martha. Mrs. Alice Chandler,
principally to the furtherance of Albuquerque.
Catholic education, the encourage
Grand Electa, Mrs. Marion Stevens,
ment or t athollc ideals, the spread Raton.
or good literature,
the defense of
Grand warder, Mrs. Susie Hart,
Catholic rights and principles
and Gallup.
denunciation
of the present moral
Grand sentinel, John Holt on, Carlsevils afflicting society, it is afflll-take- bad.
ated with the American Federation of
The grand order will hold its next
Catholic Societies.
The splendid
nun I meeting at Carlsbad, N. M.,
growth and social activity of the an
the meetings of the Masonic
Knights has also brought it to the after
lodges In October. 1907.
attention of
as
it
and
Last night the annual banquet of
Is distinctly
in its
Eastern Star was held at the Maprinciples nnd action towards those of tho
sonic temple and there was a large
other faiths, their criticism must nat attendance
from all over the territory.
urally be somewhat favorable. While
features at the banquet
there is much indifference in matters, Diversion
by Mrs. De Wolf, a
were
ot religion .nowadays, yet there is harpist,selections
a mandolin club and contribthat in all human beings w hich
uted musical numbers by several of
wardly encourages and admires the
present.
men who are courageous enough to those adjournment
meeting
The
frankly manifest, the faith in which this morning marked ofthe thepassing of
they conscientiously and 'firmly be- - the most successful annual meeting
neve.
l tils mny be done either by
of the grand order in New Mexico
j attention
to duty, by action, influence .since
its inception. The reportg of

Worship

I

Mews

Tomorrow

Hammond superintendent.
Public Worship at 11 a. nt. ami 7:30
p. m., with sermons by the pastor, J.
W

rs

1

jf
j

P.

T. McNiel.
Voting People's meeting at
0:43
m.
f
Male quartet will sin;; nt the even-

ing service.

Christian Church Corner of Gobi
and Broadway. The minister, E. E.
Crawford, has returned to the city
and will preach Sunday morning at
1
o'clock.
Sunday School" at 10 a. nt.
All are cordially Invited.
1

Congregational Church On Broadway, at the east end of tho viaduct.
Itev. J. W. Barron pastor.
Morning Bervlce at It o'clock. Topic
of sermon, "The World For Christ."
Special musical selections at this

ser- -

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

be

Invited

Immaculate Conception Church
Early mass nt 7 a, m.
At 6:4. all Knights of Columbus
and candidates will assemble in tho
St. Mary's ball. At 7 o'clock they will
march to tho church to assist at mass
and receive holy communion In a
body. Musical selections by the choir
during mass.
Sermon by the pastor at 9:30. iow
mass.
Evening service at 7:30.
Rt. Rev. J. n, Pltuval, D.D., Auxill
ary Bishop of this diocese, will ad-- i
minister tho sacrament of confirmation in the Immaculate Conception
church Sunday, November 24. All
persons wishing to be confirmed
should apply .it once to Rev. A. M.
Mandalari. S. J., to be enlisted In the
confirmation class.

OUR

visit

j

j
i

tho moral stamina to unhold it in
speech and conduct Is a sham and a
craven. To stand in
.
the full light as manly Catholics
dor all circumstances Is the para-Armount aim of the Knights of Colum-gan- ,
bus as an organization, and while
members of other Christian
bodies
may 'differ from tnem In belief they
will j:t have their earnest approval
for tit" attitude which they them-ha- ll
selves feel Is essential to the propa-b- e
gat Ion of any worthy cause,
The Albuquerque council has mem-courhers in Las Vegas, Santa Fe, Gallup,
Winslow and other smaller places. It
is one of the pioneer couticils of the
southwest, being formed previous to
the El Paso and Bisbee councils of
the order.
Its present flourishing condition is
due to the Individual activity and
thuslasm of members, who In their
turn have inherited their enthusiasm
from the inspiration of the aires and
ceremonies of 4he association. The
present initiation is but one of the
special occasions manifesting their
onward progress.
faint-heart-

ed

nn-T-

.

j

LOCAL

political dance will be given in or, lietter still, give them to some
the old town society hall, under the good republican, and he will see that
auspices of the Ramirez orcehstra they are properly entered upon t
tonight. There will be no admission
charge.
Hon. E. A. Miera of Sanduval coun- Next Tuesday evening, in this city, ty, who was here yesterday, left Inst
at the Elks' theater. Candidate I. ar-- night for Santa Fe. Mr. Miera was
razolo. of the democratic party, will named by a majority of the delegates
address the people. Ho appears In old from Santa Fe and Sandoval counties,
town Monday night and in Bernalillo who attended the Las Vegas eonven-Monds- jr
tion, as the republican party's candl- afternoon.
.
date for territorial council for the
G. Sargent, the territorial and
trict composed of the counties of San- itor for the past four years, has been ta Fe and Sandoval, under the
by the republicans of Kio portionntent
proclamation, and be
Arriba and San Juan counties as the says he is in the race, regardless of
candidates for territorial council, lie the report that T. B. Catron ii claimant b elected by a big majority.
ing that he is the candidate for coun- -

fice.

j

"
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Hon. A. A. Jones, chairman of the1
democratic territorial central
committee, was a passenger last niglit for
ltaton. where today the democrats of
Colfax county are holding their county convention.
He
will make a
speech at Baton tonight, and return
to Albuquerque tomorrow nigli', meet-lag ('audi. bit,. Laiiazulo here Monday
ami Tuesday of next week.
Hon. G. w. Pr chard oi l.ii:' olu
county, wlio was at Santa Fe jester- day, ane in last night an I accom- IVIega-Andrews and Hon. H.
Marstim W, l.as Cruc.-sThe re- publicans of Dona Ana e: iiutv are
their convention today nt Las!
('races, and the three gent lemen
named will address the convention lo- They will return to Albuqiier- que Monday morning.
Col. Borradaile. of the registration
board of Precinct JH, is today pointing with pt'ide to a small sig.i in one
of the front windows of bis store, an
uounclng the place as the scene of
registration, ami also to a cnaiK sign,
so different from that indistinct li'nek
sign of a few days agf.. on Hi.- s de- walk, announcing the same li.cts. In
the interest of the voters The
ing Citizen finally brought forth these

signs.

cil.

Marruu, ilie big single-hande- d
boss of the democratic party of this
city anil county, together with Candidates Sigfrled Grunsfeld. Jesus Romero and Perfecto Armijo. of the
peoples party, have returned to the
city after an electioneering trio to
am
precincts.
the mountain
"1
afraid." said Sigfrled. "that my trip
to the mountains made votes for my
opponent, but it is too late now to
ma ke amends.
'Boss' M.'inni ought
to have kept me at home, but be
sisted and
their cotn-- .
went to ke--pauy and to do the talking. 1 must
be elected, because this constant
flee seeking Is trying on tny nerves,
and I fear I will collapse if the voters
ivtuse to make me the eoiin y asses-night- .
sor."
O. X.

,

1

INSPECTOR O'LEARY
CAPTURFS A SYRIAN
Michael Burket, a Syrian, who m
August of this year attempted to enter the t'nited States from old Mexico through Kl Paso, and who upon
examination there was fouod to be a
sufferer from trachoma, and who was
theiefoie deported, made a second
attempt to enfr the country, this
time surreptitiously.
The attempt,
however, proved unsuccessful, owing
to Hie Ogilance of lniu-- States In
spector J. J. O'I.eary. who this morn-Tbing discovered the smuggler on train
No. 2' from Kl Paso. Utilise! us a
consequence is now lodged
In
the
county jail, where he awaits the
tiun of the I'nited States authorities
having such matters tinder their
r
charge.
Ji
-

e

registration books
Preeiticts
city precincts,
-' and iti, the two
were opened this morning at the re- u1at ration places Kuppe'g
store on
avenue and Borradaile'b
store on Gold avenue. There is some
apprehension, among those who have

i

ALLEGED

FOR

W. B.
Iy.Mrs.sister ofE. Mrs.
Elder, left

Chil-de-

STOVES AND RANGES

Dan Guffy, a former r .1 ' imitn in
Fe yards lierv
.:s arrested this morning following ti.e receipt
of a telegram from Bole,: which alleges he is wanted there for obtain-

NEW LAND OFFICE CLERK.
Guy Turley has entered upon his
duties us a clerk at the federal hind
office in Santa Ke. His apKin incut

as assistant vra received t the capital yesterday, but it dates back to
October 1(, the time cf bis appointment. Mr. Turley U mi extra clerk
in the la. ni office, the increase in the
ev the
force being inuie llece.-S'.ii- y
additional biisine-- .
TOO LATE

FOR CLAC- IPTATION.

WANTED A good k!''1 f:r general
housework. Mrs. Su'iim1 Neustadt,
tl'i West Copper.

&

BORRADAILE

the Santa

GO.

ing goods under false pretenses from

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman, '
Especially, if he tells you to ordr a
ck of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuta, (it you should te
get the order), that you could , a4
nod It, for every flrst-claa-a
rroeo
handles EMPRESS. .Ton ttUI Jwmre
And good bread, good blaculta, coo
paeiry and most Important ot aJi
good cheer to greet you when yva
come home for your dinner. Try It
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreee at
all others.

the John Becker company of Belen.
Guffy was lodged In the city Jail pending the arrival here of Sheriff Baca

of Valencia county, or a deputy, with
a warrant for him.

USERS OF

Our Lights

1VL

'

BERGER,

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

Gave us the

M.

0C0JK0Oe0

Glad Hand

FRENCH BAKERY

TODAY

213 WE3T RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors)

Ivjany Users of
LIGHTS

RICKED

FINE LINE OF

1JUTTKR NUT

BREAD

GET ON THE SAFE SIDE
and see '

Better

Than

CAKES

Home-Mad-

'

Alwaya on Hand.

e.

'

and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

AH City

MITCHNER ocoaooeox

.)

o

O---0-

212 South Second St.

-

Convenience - Comfort - Security
telephone

The

makes

Ths telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protecta your home.

tha

duties lighter,

tha earea less,
and tha worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Pl

IN

HOME

YOUR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

7 Unprecedented (Q
3
BARGAINS

I

Flaming Grocery arid Cafe
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

Saturday Night, 7 to 9

12

Midnight

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne
Always Ready to Servo

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water
31
U

i

rs

this
und
J.
morning for her home at Richmond,
Va. Miss lay had been here visiting
the past few months.
The management of the electric
light company, who have been at
their wits' end for the last few days
In an effort to supply the city with
light and power, are hoping that the
present conditions will end with Monday. Yesterday the serious inconvenience continued. The Tract ion company cars were tied up for several
hours and the various power urig
concerns were greatly crippled. At
the office of The Evening Citizen the
circuit carying the motor which runs
the big presses was cut o.it jus; at
the hour of going to press and remained off for several hours, and during the evening the limited supply
for the lightiig circuit caused a total
suspension of night work ;tt this office. The light company is facing c
serious condition of affairs as a result of the accident at their power
house, und the hoped-fo- r
relief of
Monday will be a welcome one If It
.
nint'i;a!izes.

Goo Cp3

FURNITURE, CROCKERY

CRIME AT SELEN

ELECTRIC

Building

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street..
Both Phones.

Jerome J. Crowley and Henry J.
Lynch, of Chicago, prominent mem
ber of the order of Knights of Columbus, arrived in the city on the
limited today and will take part in
the local Knights of Columbus doings
at Elks' theater tomorrow. The gentlemen were introduced to The Evening Citizen represent at ivo this morning by O. N. Marron, a prominent
member of the local lodge. Mr. Crowley is the district deputy.

i

'

Hay,

here from

Gallup yesterday.
There was a parlor meeting of the
W. C. T. U. this afternoon at 3 o'clock
at the Harwood home.
The Catholic Indies' Aid society
will give their tea at the residence
of Mrs. U A. Tessler, 10B North Edith
street, Tuesday, from 2:30 to 6:00 p.
ni. Every one cordially invited.
Richard Powers, who visited his
brothers at El Paso, returned to the
city this morning. Accompanied by
Mrs. Powers he will leave one day
next week for his home in Washington, D. C, w here he holds a good position In the government printing of-

A

j

ALBUQUERQUE

ARRESTED

. . . . Staab

JO ottsehold

F- - RALMER
J.
Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PARAGRAPHS

T. C. De Shou arrived

so far failed to register, that the time
for registration is passed. This is a
mistake; hand In your nahies during
next week at the registration places,

POLITICAL POINTERS

III

GUFFY

E$2RLS2g52gZA

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

n,'

se

j

DOUGLAS

ljom.

ALBERT FABER

j

M.
E.
Douglas,
geographer
in
charge of the western division of togeopography of the United States
logical survey, arrived at the Alvara'
do last night and will leave tomorrow
morning for one of the scenes of his
present operation at. Galllnas, N. M.
Mr. Douglas came In from Flngstaff
last night after having traveled constantly in California and Arizona
since last July. "We have several
matters of importance on hand in this
vicinity at present," Bnld he, to a Citizen reporter today. "Those nearest
here are the surveying and mapping
of one thousand square miles of territory In the vicinity of the proposed
forest reserve near Galllnas and
Cuba, and the gaining of control over
the country as far west as Farming-to- n
and as far north as Durango, Colo.
This latter work is for the purpose of
developing the coal possibilities of the
territory.
We have thr-- e separate
parties at present in the field, one of
which Is in charge of H.; JV Baldwin,
who In tho late fall or early winter
will come to Albuquerque for the
purpose of establishing here a meridian mark."
Last year Mr. Douglas was Iff
charge of the mapping of the Salton
sink country, as a result of which the
government Is now in possession of
its most reliable chart of thi.t locality.
part today
Though he registers from Washlng- tneir nonies.
ton, D. C, he is a native of New York
Mrs. Minnie Miller,
the retiring state and hopes about th.10th of next
new month to so arrange his
grand matron, has established
affairs that
chaptera at Tucumearl, Gallup,
he may Join the Thanksgiving party
Artesla and Santa Fe. She In the homeland.
was chosen grand secretary yesterday afternoon for the current year.
Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
A feature of the close of the meetings was a noon luncheon "at the Al- BREAD and taka no other.
varado today given by Mrs. O. S.
Warren of Silver City In honor of
A big line of unredeemed overcoats
Mrs. Lena Bolton, the newly elected for sale cheap at Roeenfleld's,
118
Millgrand matron, and Mrs. Minnie
West Railroad avenue.
er, the retiring officer.
f

n

Chauvin, Robert
Millet,
Bernard
O'Laughlin,- - L. McDongald, J. Hllde
brand, Martin Klopf, Philip Giraldi,
M. Dannhy, T. A. O'Brien, J. II.
jo, Edw. F. Ryan, M. J. Dtinni- Ambrosio Candalarlo. J. R. Cook,
M. P. Gorman and Joseph Bollegos.
A sumptuous banquet compliment- ary to ill the knights nnd candidates
will take place in the Elks' banquet
at 8 p. m. The festal hall will
beautifully pud appropriate- - dec-- !
orated. A ! val orchestra will dis- sweet music while the knights
are being bountifully regaled . by a
capable staff of colored waiters. The
banquet
ot
committee
consists
Messrs. J. A. Johnson, .1. W. Prestel,
M. S. Tierney. J. S. Heaven. V. Co- meau and T. F Blnkert Past festiv- itles of the local council have been
for their excellence, both as to
service and condiments, and the ap- proachtng banquet will not be Hllowed
to take a second place to any of its
predecessors.
Thorough and diligent preparation
for this year's initiation exercises has

GEOGRAPHER

RJQ DEPARTMENT i a revelation to those who
It, because of the great variety of Domestic Rug

from the beet

,

WJi!fim Zenz, A.
O'Heron, Thomas

f

Albuquerque Lady Establishes
Xew Chapters Airs. Warren's
Luncheon at the Alvarado.

oc-en-

i

I

Christian Science at 11 'o'clock Sun- ' vice.
day warning at the Woman's club
Sundav School nt 9:43 a. m.
rooms, corner of Fourth street and
Y. P. S. C. E. nt f.:30 p. m.
Gold neniie, In the Commercial Club
twening service ,at 7:;b. The pasbuilding.
tor will deliver a lecture to mercnants
BaptistCChurch Broadway and business men on the Important
First
topic of "Christianity and Commercialand Lend avenue.
ism." Every business man in tho city
Sunday School at 0:50 a. m., J. A. is cordially
present.
to

KOSTEK

g-Messrs.

j

Where
1

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS

Tomorrow at the Elks Opera House
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EASTERN STAR MEET-
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or embroidered handkerchiefs, ti for.:
Hemnants of Silk and Satin
Kibbons all colors, worth
up to 23c yard; special. Jj
White Canvas Handbags,
silvered frame, worth
4oc

-

UOo

White Canvas Handbags,
cloth
frame,
covered
$!.
values
50
Children's He:iikln Caps,
values,
ll.oo and
siixhtly soiled each
2,"
I. alies'
patent
leather
vamp kid top Shoes, a
shoe, for
regular -'
)
$l---

Uir a, i,

ofic Novelty

Veilings; s:ieeial

Mesh

25

linen

finish,

handkerchiefs,

3

and elustic
Cnderwear, 7.r.e and
grades

00000Orj
;
The St. Elmo

$1.

0O

bosom colored laiirdi red SMi ts, a $1 vain

Stiff

-

fancy I!
It, pillar
iery. the pair

i

and

!.'.u

call

pair

BARNETT,

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

Prop'r.

J

SAMRLtC AND
CLUB ROOMS

West Railroad Avenue
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countess style, with
i hi-
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rUtiuelt'lte
Fleet e.
Hobes, ll.tiii fpiality.
$:t o

20
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Finest Whiskies

kni.

Fleeced

I
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1

for.... 25

Lcid Avenue

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

JOSEPH

hemmed

West

BOTH PHONES

Them
For Men

113
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the Store that Never Disappoints.
14 Money Saving Opportunities
For Ladies

Rooming Bouse is Connection,

H. O'RIELLY & CO.
J.
qa-LEADING DRUGGISTS

,

Two Hours of Profitable Buying at

Gunt

Vet

On Ice

SOUTH FIRST STREET
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they wee also
women darker brown; and as these colors in Into the
20. We
New York, Oct.
tnat turn uuck
must bow to the law of trininess and combination are extremely rnsnionaine short and flaring cuffs
added. The
style In business and all places where Just now the result was exceedingly over the sleeves wore sweep,
wttn a
own
in medium
we make a public appearance; there- successful. The skirl was in two parts
flounce, and a ribbon
fore, It is all the more pleasureable the upper gored skirt, coming to the deep
closely to the
to feel that we may relax when we knees, wns developed from the cloth tie gathered the fronts ne
ireuy
silk was figure. This mode wouiu
enter our own home or room, and at and tucked flounce of the in
blouse
In ruin- cashmere, with a yoke
the same time be prettily and becom- added. The waist was made
tiie material of
ingly dressed. In fact, some women are style, loose, with tuclts from the of dyed lace matching with
a contrastreally more charming in a house dress shoulders to the bust lino, full elbow the wrapper mid lined
cos- sleeves all of the cloth, while a front ing color; the ruffs should be of the
or negligee than In a tailor-madbands might
tume. As one looks forward to the hand, turnover collar, cuffs and belt same material and silk
skirt and
long evenings and gas-breakfast were of the silk, and tine stitching decorate the bottom of the
stylo
room such gowns demand Immediate gave R pretty finish whore they were the "waist be drawn in Princes point"
n olmiiliiteil corselet of tiny
attention for there Is something about BDnlied. and a cream silk tie embroid with
tin an il rlnun bands of the Si...; but
artificial light that makes them es ered in green gave Just that touch of Oil
nrrantrpment the wearer
in .hi- nnrnnrlnte- - anil one is so completeness needed.
nerlallv
empire An- - V'. jm
v.
its. r
glad to "make one's self easy" after a ' Often two old skirts may bet getter must be long waisted. Ansame
model
given
this
lie
separate
waist.
skirt
ish could
and
arranged s
hard day's work.
that
like
more
yoke
arranging
by
the
made
Early In the morning la one of the A long Mack skirt turned and
a bolero and having the gown tight
hardest times for the majority of wo-- shorter, and from some fancy material - of
men to look their best therefore much that once served perhaps as an even- fitting except In front.
A house dress suitable for Sunday
attention must be given to those Ing skirt will make a pretty blouse;
dresses to be worn In the early morn but none of the fur belows, laces or afternoons when none but the family
tng. As a rule they should be bright ornaments other than those required friends are to be present consisted
A round hat with large round crown
In color, fit to perfection and of course to make a new collar, belt and cuffs of a skirt and matinee or teajacket.
be In the best of condition. It is a should be used; for while we are aim- The matinee fronts and back were and drooping brim Is made of folds of
fault of many a woman to think every-tbln- k ing at attractiveness the fancy ar- gathered to under yoke, which was soft yellow liberty used like braid.
will do In the morning and es- rangements permissible for evening seamed on the shoulders as well as Around the brim are set large roses
pecially the housewife for they argue wear are quite out of place on the under the arms and at the center of in delicate shades of yellow. A huge
that they must do housework or look morning dress.
the lack, which yoke was then cover- feather, shading from cream color to
Many an old dress may be made ed with a luce bolero of empire style. deep yellow, lays along the right side
after the same as soon as breakfast
Is over.
Now It is not necessary over, with the addition of some of The rather low neck was finished with of the crown and falls almost, if not
that these dresses be elaborate but the very pretty new plaids In either a deep pointed collar and a ribbon run quite, to tbe shoulder.
they should be chosen, and arranged silk or woolen goods now so popular thronir.. a belt section of beading at
with great care if made from left- and o easily obtained at any of the the back drew the fulness In at theSTUNNING
HAT
overs. Just now when two materials shops.
waistline. Flowing sleeves having unare so popular for use In a costume it
There Is one garment that should dersleeves of lace were stylish and a
elbow
bishop
a
or
every
wardrobe,
woman's
will be possible to use two old dresses be In
change from the usual
skirt was
in making the morning house-gowfor there is nothing so restful variety. The
who
has slightly gathered at the top and when
Such dresses should be fairly short if in fit for the tired creature
the owner has work to do about the tramped the streets all day or leen'tne straight flounce was used the ma'
house, otherwise it may be trained. In the street of business since early terial snould be cut. away beneath It
Each woman should give a little at- morning, and it Is well to put a little The length of the skirt should Just
tention to her type of complexion and money on this gown even If It may be touch all around but It may train
Its morning vagaries; and if Bhe be used only a few hours before dinner nightly IT liked better. The model
pale, choose, or dye the old goods a or even a few moments while one has Ionl which this description is given
warm bright color or trim with some- thrown the body down for a needed wa8 cllve green cashmere, yellow
thing that will add color. Again noth- rest. It is further rest to know that rluh crocht lace and insertion and
ing seems to suit many women as a one looks well even in resting; and black velvet ribbon.
more, you are ready ror any emerg- bit of creamy lace about the throat.
There ,3 a likIng for fur bands on
A pretty gown for the morning was eny"
' ..
iiouse gowns and one seen
it he dressy
developed from a broken check In a
me
nave
-sirucK
u.n
iwo maienaia
.velnned from dark
warm colored brown mohair finished particularly appropriate for this gar- lavender chiffon lady s cloth 'with a
with a cream lace chemisette. The ment, figured challls and the wool band of brown tur around the bottom
Inexpenskirt hag seven gores and was laid batiste, the latter being-verand bands of the Fame over the tops
In two tucks at the Join of the seam, sive. A pretty tea gown was develop- of the shoulders making a fine conwhich were stitched down almost to ed from blue challls figured with small trast against the cream bolero, and
the knee In front, and the hips at the dots and dashes In red and green. It fur bands wore around the elbows
For dress occasions as soon as the
back, and machine stitching gave a bad plaits laid in the back from neck where tne lace cuff Joined to the full cold weather begins, a stunning hat
neat finish to the bottom of the skirt. to below the hips and stitched
upper
set into the armhole with of brown velvet with yellow brown
and tucks set in the front at severalsietve
;:lnriHs has been imported from
The waist was made over a fitted linof ga'hers.
rows
ing, with two tucks from the shoulder the surplice fashion from left to right.
shores.
sling
using
new
the
of
In the oae
seam to the waist line; it opened in A broad sailor collar is applied to
The drooping rim is of the mushof the sling were out- room
front with a V finished with a broad finish the V neck which has Inside a sleeve the bands
the crown Is the
indeed the ever variety, whilebecoming
collar edged with fancy galloon, and lace chemisette. Full sleeves come to lined with hand of fur,
popular
tan. The
and
e
cuu,,J:e ,u' "
a pretty Windsor tie of green silk was the elbow where they are finished Knn 8!eevf lvt'
ffon
of the hat Is a soft
development than any for some materisl
added of which material was tbe belt, with a lace band edged with tiny lace Taney1,83
a
being
velvet,
brown
with
the
tone
designed.
been
fastened with a gold buckle. Inside frills. A ribbon belt and long tie ends tiiat
decidedly purple tinge.
.i
Yellow
of the V was a cream lace chemis- gives a finishing touch In a darker
Aprons are fashionable again and roses surround the crown, and two
ette. The sleeves were large and full shade of the blue.
ire made wltn all the care uaintinesa immense plumes are set at the left
j
at the top to below the elbows giving
inser- and decoration tnat Is given to other side and are draped well out over the
Embroidered
voile,
wash
lace
plenty of room for use of the arms, tion and edging were the elements pieces In my lady's wardrobe. For real back. These shade from the purplish
and a deep cuff finished tbe bottom. that went Into the construction of an- work a model showing an empire cut brown to a delicate canary yellow.
If liked better for wor,k purposes the other
To be worn with this hat is a full
The fronts which is useu and finished with fancy stitchcuff could be dispensed with and a were mouted on a llnglng, were gath- Ing while sewing aprons are tiny ar-- , ruche of sulpher yellow maline.
simple band edged with galloon could ered to a square yoke, while the back tiilr lust lareo enoueh to keen the
Don t let the baby suffer from ec- be substituted.
wag closely adjusted to tbe figure by sewing materials from becoming soil- zema, sores or any itching or tne skin,
For a house dress constructed from underarm and side-bac- k
goreB and a od from the color of a dress, and full j
two old gowns one woman used an center-bacseam; and a rolling collar of lit tle liorkem for the various Doan's Ointment gives Instant relief,
cures quickly. Perfectly safe for chil
old green and brown check silk skirt mounted on a band finished the neck. spools, silk, etc.
dreti. All druggists soil It.
In combination with a second skirt of The sleeves were full nd gathered
CATHERINE MANN
arm-holes-
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lite
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smart

Standards from Texas

five-gore- d

e

wolret, the

la

Blue Points from Great South Bay
Selects from Louisiana

tea-gow-

frock of blact
little coat la a fanciful
eton. The fronts are cut In round
ccaJlops, and the back shows tbe same
atllne. ftejow the front Bcallop depend two deep points of lieavjr moire
two-piec-

Shipments are now coming in promptly and we
can fill all orders. We receive

white, embroidered in black and
gold soutache. The cape sleeves are
held in place by velvet bands.
A. tiny box plaiting of velvet lays
cross tbe top of the arm hole and a
Klmtlar plaiting Is at tbe bust. Dou-fcl- e
putted sleeves are of white lace.
TTie skirt has 15 gores, with each gore
utlined with, white moire. Jeweled
buttons finish elegantly.
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Mail Orders Given. Careful Attention
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A. V. TEGNER

j

luck-widt-

SMART

DRESS

Contractor and Builder

for-slg- n

-

j

c
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Outside Building Orde rs Solicited and Work
Guaranteed
First-Clas-

j

Albuquerque,

References Given

j
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N. M.
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CATTLE RUSTLER

1

IS FOUND GUILTY

verdict of gull'y was handed in
LOOK OUT FOR THE
yesterday hy the Jury at Las Cruces
in tue case of t..e territory vs. Sam
Newberry, charged with cattle steal-in?- .
NEW WHITE DERBY
This trial hag occupied the past
three days of court and the Jury was
out Ell night. Sentence will be ImKing Edward of England and the posed at once. This was the last case
Prince of Wales are endeavoring JuBt nn the docket and court adjourned in
at present to introduce a new fashion the evening.
in hats for men. They appeared in
Mrs. Bambini, ai ner parlors. No.
public In London a few days ago wearing perfectly white derby hats with 209 West Railroad avenue, is preblack silk bands. The new fashion pared to give thorough scalp treatcaught on Instantaneously, as every ment, do hair dressing, tret corns,
fashion introduced by King Edward bunions and ingrowing nails. 8h
Invariably does, and London hatters ;lve8 massage treatment and manlcur- are now being swamped with orders mg. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
for the white derby.
of complexion cream builds up the
When the present king was Prince skin and improves the complexion,
of Wales ho was always looked upon and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious,
as the "first gentleman of England," sne also prepares a hair tonic that
and as such he was responsible for cures and prevents dandruff and hair
the varying fashions In men's clothes. falling out; restores Hie to dead hair;
faithfully fol- - removes moles, warts and superfluous
The loyal Britishers
lowed his example In the matter of hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
dress, even to the tying of tue royal cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
shoelaces and the trimming of the All of theje preparations are pureiy
royal beard. Since he became king vegetable compounds. Have Just adhe has not been too busy to maintain ded a vibrator machine for treatment
his position as the leader of fashion of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles,
in the British empire, and everything it Is also used for rheumatism, pains
now introduced by him becomes In- and massage
stantaneously popular.

SOME NEW SLEEVES

a

A

man street toilette in mauve

with a pinkish hue Is made of
Tench lady's cloth. The blouse
fashioned of silk mousseline and
trimmed with handsome lace banding
mauve satin. The latter is used
la the high girdle and is of a deeper
tone than either the mousseline or
tne cloth.
The skirt is panned and the corselet reaches well above the waist
line. The panels are heavily stitched
And are decorated with the satin and
landing. This trimming Is repeated
on the full puffed sleeves.
Worn with this is a hat of the same
nbdued mauve tone, it is a small
ronnd sailor shape and made of satin.
Ji. single rose is set at the front of
the crown to hold an immense black

j
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SNAKE NECKLACES ARE ALL THE RAGE

HAT

bik

w
...cdiNG, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
1906. Rate
$38.05 via Kansas City
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct.
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
15-2-

This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 60 cents, until November 30.
1906.
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
Rate $19.75 for round trip. Date of sale October 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1906.
Return limit October 31, 1906.
DENVER, COLO..
NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
1906. For above occasion tickets will be sold for one fare
NOV.
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NEfare for round
BRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and
trip. Tickets on sale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from
date of sale.
CITY, MO,
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS
NOV.
1906. Rate $30.75 for round trip. Tickets on sale Nov. 17.
This can be extended until
18, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28.
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit.
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY. MEXICO,
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets will
DECEMBER
be sold at rate of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Home
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East.
16-1-

14-2-

one-thir-

d

TRANS-MISSISSIP-

20-2- 3,

3--

T.

. PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque
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: Fay wo oil
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PLEASANTLY 8ITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

UP THE SY8TEM.

BUILDS

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I IDNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROP8Y.

j

J

Hp)

im
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Here are some brand new things in!
sleeves. No. 1. The short baby puffj
are plaited into the armhole and have
a full flounce of handsome lace. The
long, closemt.ng cuffs fall quite to the
thumbs and are of delicate lace.
r
No. 2 A
length sleeve
for a dressy short coat. Effective In
wltn enamel or
Jewelled buttons. . The underploce is
barred in bold squares with black velvet and is edged with a luce frill.

No. 3.

sleeve,
s1uare
,N"-

three-quarte-

j

The first annual ball of the Jolly
One of the new full huts, in deep ap-- j
pie green, has a rounded indenture in Haymakers' association will be given
ttie center front, making a very short at Colombo hall on Tuesday, October
fut'H, which, however, reaches far out 30. Tickets $1, ladies
free.
w.iin l. Large roseitts or silver gauze
me; nii'Sbod under the brim at the
An Awful Cough Curea.
A large knot of green mirror
' Two years ago our little girl hud
velvet set In front holds two
wings which lay flat against a touch of pneumonia, w hlch left her
rut; hat. one on euch side.
with un awful cough. She bad spells
Torments cf Tetter and Eczema Al- 'of couching, Just like one with the;
whooping cough and some thought
layed.
Tlie Intense ltchim; characteristic she would not get well at all. We
got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
e xema, telUr and like skin dis-Is Instantly allnyo l ly applying Kenu'dy, which acted like a ohrrm.
" .'ntji'rlain's Salve, ami many se- -' She stopped coughing nnd got Ktout
cases have Leon permanently and fat," writes Mrs. Ora BuK&ard,
by its um
For sale by all Ilrubaker, III. This remedy i for
sale by aU druggists.

d

rZl

Into T.ll

'

I

if.-- -

v
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Blood Poisoning
from chronic constipation,
which Is quickly cured by Ir. King's
New Life Pills. Tbey
remove all
poisonous germs from tbe system and
infuse new life aud vigor; cure sour
stomach, nausea, headache, dizziness
aud colic, without griping or discom- r.c.
fort.
Guaranteed by all drug- gists.

:

j

V

New Mexico
I

I

I

NEW MEXICO

SANTA FE,

'

FORTY-EIGHT-

!

AT
DANCE!
DANCE! DANCE!
Tin woman who would be correct
COLOMBO HAcL EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT. ADMISSION 50 CENTS, when wearing a decollete gown must
woiii- ;i golden inake coiled comfortaLADIES FREE.
bly around her neck, with its bead
llashims with tinerald eyes, nsting
HAIR WORK.
Mrs. Kutiierforo., at home to anyone coiiy iii ii,e hollow of her neck.
And lie dictator of fashions is kind
wanting hair work done, every Wedto won tii in the mailt r of Jewelry
Unmlway.
nesday, at .'17
1

l

'

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good tor thirty days.

College
St. Michael's
CHRISTIAN imOTJIEUS

results

d

FAYWOOD,

.

FIRST

CLASS.

I

evening sown. The unner and lower
puffs are held In place by heavy lace
Insertion and trimmed with tiny bows!
of ribbon velvet.

,j!

.',.

velvet-covere-

ACCOMMODATIONS

i

gold buckle, heavy embroidery cuff '
ami embroidered under sleeve.
No. 6. Dainty little arm finish for!

r.u-k.-

dove-4iore-

-

Showing original long coat
and
with velvet trimming
buttons.
Seven-eight- s
sleeve for use

nowadays, because moek jewels are
as allowable as the real thing.
Imitation emeralds aud amethysts
are the rage now wuelher worn lu
tumorous strings about the neck or
Mu.kling hair combs or broad brace-I- ;
i.s cf intricate

Jti:it

).

H

YEAR

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT

,

SATURDAY,

evening citizen.

ALBuQliiiiiUE

OCfOBSA 20, 1906.
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The tnth annual tneetlnji of the
MERCHANT TAILORING
OP CATTLE
Railroad Signal nsftorlntlon, comprls-- !
ln more than 800 mpnibers from
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
practically all countries of the world,
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- IN SOUTHERN ARIZONA
met at VaHhlnpton, 11. C. the other
BIN I, PROPRIETOR.
day, to (Hbcush the moans mid ineth- 3 oris of signaling useil hy railroads,
My merchant tailoring shop Is
.AND.and to recommend standard methods REPORTS SHOW THAT YEAR HAS
over No. 209 West Railroad aveand practices.
BEEN A MOST SUCCESSFUL
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
YOU NEVER HEARD
ONE WITH ALL THE
the public. All worlt guaranteed first-clasIt Is rumored In railroad circles
IN THIS
OF THE LIKE BEFORE througnout
as I have had fifteen years' exthe country that there Is,
SECTION.
perience in the business. Suits mads
to be ii lilg strike among the swllch-to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
men of all the railroads of the conn-ItrRANGE WITH
A FIVE-HOLThe fall roundup on, the ranges of repaired. The specific, I use will not)
in the near future. There Is noth-- :
WARMING CLOSET,
comnearly
now
Is
Arizona
southern
at Reduced
jjRmev gar menu
Ing authoritative about It.
injure me
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
pleted and from all reports this year also cleaned cioxn.
walking
made
and
skirts
BACK OR RESERVOIR.
Prices.
tias been nn unprecedented one with to order. Give me a trial.
nil the cattlemen of the district, says
RICH STRIKE IN
O. BAMBINL
ON TIME
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
the Blsbee Miner. From every side
TiME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
come reports yf great prosperity
GASH
among the cattlemen, whllo the calf White House Restaurant and
MONEY.
T
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH .DEPARTMENTS.
crop is unprecedented In size In some
House
Lodging
cases, as with the Green Cattle comA BATCH
AND MINERS 'EXCITED
pany, where, an average of 90 per cent, MEALS AT ALL HOURS BAR IN
HAPPENINGS.
LOCAL
OF
The Furniture Man
CONNECTION.
was reached.
No. 209 8outh First Street.
T. P. Blovins, a rancher or too San
Cornir
Corr Coil ind Second BOTH PHONES Sjuvial Correspondence.
and TUra Avenue
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
valley, wag In the city yesterCruces, N. M., Oct. 19. A strike Simon
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.
day on business, leaving on the after
of great richness was made in the noon train for Douglas, nerore going
Torjiedo mine about two miles from he stated that the roundups In his
ONE TRAINMAN IN FIFTY The New York Saloon and
NINE DIES IN SERVICE this city this morning and the cltiiens
were now almost completed. The
much excited In conse San Simon Cattle
Rooming House
company, which is
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
Figures given in a statement mrtde here are very
qtienre. In unwatering a portion of Just about to close its roundup, has
by A. E. King,
its secretary and ;the
315
George
K.
South
Second
Street.
workmen
tinder
mine
R. m. HALL, Proprietor
v.
with great success, wore than
a vein of 73 per met
"'- WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; laaftlajw.
gathered In, he
12.000 cattle were
of Railway Trainmen. In the t wenty-- .
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa rroata fsv
...
stated, while several thousand calves One Block From Depot and Two
r ALT.
three years of the life of the organlz- -'
-Bulldinft.
Blocks From Postofflce,
u .. t
were branded.
11
"'
I
Had
been
the
whlcn
tion
mine
of
P. 2IT0, Proprietor.
mnmtra on Mining an mill Maahlnory a epooiolty
Cattle are universally fat, the abun-an- t
death and diaaMllty claims MUled up , worked llnder form owners. but up-t- o
ronndry east aid ot railroad traek.
of grass nurtured by the
August 1 of this year la the first
Alsiqiaraaa, U. WL
8triklng
a c,imM1t of water rainsgrowth
906 the payments
of the summer supplying them
seven months o
m)ne
abandoned
because
aggregated
$95 .148.96. and the ,
gnfflclent capacity to over- - with excellent food.
Considerable anxiety Is being felt
on i (J ii ii i mr i ur cii li i c roi in a
were not at hand. Re- among
come
water
the
No. 111 North First 8treeL
cattlemen, as the "present dry
In ten years, cently
ed to lie $1,6(10,000.
changed
and
hands
mine
the
spell promises to eradicate their gain. DINELLI A LENCIONI, Proprietor.
from 1896 to 1905, Inclusive, the pay- the new management proceeded to
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
however, are things which time Meals
ments amounted to 18,830,648.63. and
the old workings. After this These,
From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
present
can
1896.
alone
settle,
for
the
prior
to
and
$3,175,961.20
was
paid
had been accomplished prospecting It may be said with
Put Up for Travelers,
EMgreer John Treadway on engine
cat
that
the
At the close of last year the brothtruth
Gr
Bclldfng Supplies
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
run from erhood had a membership of 78,534, commenced, with the result that the tle Industry of this section has ImJJo. 638 made a record
was made.
mentioned
strike
above
proved wonderfully during the season
Dodpe City to Hutchinson last Fri- and It Is expected that this will have
In unwatering the old workings steel just passed.
of drills,
day night. He started out of Dodge Increased to 85,000 before the end
PIONEER BAKERY
hammers,
drilling
the
rails
the
year. The ratio of claim pay- of the tramway and other articles
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
City with the Santa Kes fastest the
8IMON BALLING, Proprietor
Never can tell when you'll mash a
is, were
That
ments Is one to
found, showing with what haste linger or suffer a cut, bruise, burn or
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
train, No. 4, forty- - five minutes late, one member out of 59 dies or Is killed the former
miners had left, the workprepared. Dr. Thomas'
and brought it Into Hutchinson on In the service, and this Is significant ings when the water vein was struck. scald. Be
Electric Oil instantly relieves the pain WEDDING CAKES A SPKCIALTyJ
work
hazardous
of
evidence
extra
the
time. It was running at the rate of
of
intention
Is
the
the
to
be
sakl
it
cures
quickly
the wound.
which the members of this organ- present owners to organize a $3,000,-00guarWe desire patronage an
seventy-fivmiles an hour all the In
ization are engaged.
antee first class biUing.
develop
mine.
company
the
ti
Dodge
City and it Is a rec.way from
207 South First Street.
''uquerque.
212 NORTH SECOND BTREBT
ord that Mr. Treadway may be prouil CASHED PAY CHECKS AND
.
COMING EVENTS
Small Paragraphs.
of. He lives In Hutchinson although
HAVE
FLOORS COVERED
WE
THREE
WITH
THE
LATEST
MONEY
WITH
SKIPPED OUT
Realty company have
his runs are on Nos. 3 and 4 from
ON THE MARKET OF
8TYLE3
&
TRIMBLE
CO.
L.
W.
;
un
omce
wcl'-says
,he
" re"'n".v
the
Newton to Iodge City,
November 6. Mahara'g Minstrels.
.
.,
ft- on
iHMta,
& wane.
pied tiy jionnam
Hutcninson News.
November O. Mv Friend Prom Ai- Carriages, Buggies,
,
.
In Ml
i
wnilkoo f.ir ........
.1
lfilrroiTnlrm ...
n
.......
fash.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS-- j
t....
UKI'lieiiimi ui uic
jarv,
r.
i.
rim.
Kansas.
The "Bostonians" orchestra wus
...
.c
conege,
STABLES.
xc
FBR
.us
nas
muim
t,a
t,a
returned from
uyJJL.
Knvemher 11 Tha moM
here last Friday night, coming In on propriating the money for his own ricuiuiTai
Koundabouu. Ltc
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex- a trip to Ainuquerqiie.
Munirav
By
No. 6 from Colorado Springs
use. auuui a jear u8u naiusciupi...
ex-achanged.
Chaves,
Harness
& Saddles,
Rimerstant
Amado
Novtrjiber 15. Uncle Josh.
some mistake their baggage was not while working with a gang of Greeks
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CIITY
intendent of public instruction, is the
put ob No. 6. and No. 8 was bringing on
26 Uncle Tom's Cabin
November
the railroad near Reading, was
Second Street, between Railroad and!
of Ml. am Mrs. 12. C. Wade.
, It to Hutchinson.
December 10 The Holy City
This would have
to Kmporia by his comrades to
VI
4
C A at th rolleee will1
Copper Avenue.
brought It in too late for the enter- sent
14
or
King
Triumphs.
December
their pay checks and bring them send sevtral delegates to the conven
29.
Hooligan's
December
tainment and the matter was taken cash
Troubles
money.
carried out the first tion of Y. M. C. A. at Doughs next
up with M. F. Wray, agent for the the of their He
December 31 My Wife's Family.
direction to the letter. week.
Santa Fe here. Mr. Wray could not part
money,
obtaining
the
but
after
col- a
Literary
society,
The
Minervo
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
locate the baggage by wire for a lit amounting to about $."100, forgot to
lege organization, held a very enthusitle while, but he finally found it and return to Reading
and CURE thk LUNG
ALBUQUtRQUK, HKW MtXICO
and incidentally astic meeting. One of the features was Department of the Interior, United
asked permission to bring It to kept the $500. County
Attorney the solo by Miss Seeger.
States
Office.
Holding
Small
Land
Hutchinson on No. 4, the train that, Roberts, who seems to be
only
WITH
Claim No. 2999.
association of
The Stenographers'
carries no baggage or express. It person in town who knows the
anything
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 19, 19ilti.
was a big thing to ask, 'but Mr. Wray aliout the affair, says that Kalogero-plo- n New Mexico Is holding a meeting. Be- Notice is hereby given that the fol- cause of the absence of President F.
InsiEted on it and the transfer was
will doutfcless be released owing E. Lester, J. A Anderson is presiding. lowlng-nameclaimant has filed notice
WE FELL
made at Dodge City, delaying No. 4 to the fact that there are
110 witnessVernon, he agriculturalist atcf "his Intention to make final proof In
for forty-fiv- e
minutes.' The baggage es to appear against, him, the gang of theProf.
college, and necretary of the Mu support of his claim under sections
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
Prlca
rONSUMPTION
was needed here and Mr. Treadway Greeks having long since scattered.
tual Horse Breeders' HKsockU Ion. is 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
6O0MI-O0UGKS and
pulled out of Dodge City with the
203 WEST RAILROAD AVE(2b Stats., 854.), as
by the
Free Trial.
iOLDS
At Consistent
system's fastest train with orders to
of arranging for a colt show here the act of February 21, amended
H. V. Jacobs, superintendent
NUE NEXT 10 BANK OF
(27
1893
coming
Stats.,
month.
make some time. He made the time shop Improvement for the Santa""Ve
for
470), and that said proof will be made
all
Cure
Quickest
COMMERCE.
marof
and
News
reached
Surest
hns
here
the
Prices
and got the baggage here in time for coast and gulf lines, accompanied by riage
THROAT and LUNO TBOUB-IJ:- S,
of Ralph French, proprietor of before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
the show at the Home theater to pro- his chief clerk. Royal Mack, are In the Ideul
,
BACK.
or MONET
store, to Miss Freda Mytlng-er- Albuquerque. N. M., on December 5,
ceed. It was a fast run all the way Chicago conferring with President E.
daughter of D. S. Mytinger, the 19tib, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora, of
through, but the Santa Fe was able P. Ripley. On the return trip west
N. M., for the Tracts 1, 2,
THIRD STREET.
to do the work as it always is In case they will Rpend considerable time at jeweler. In the east. This came as a Carpenter,
surprise
the friends of both. Miss 3 and 4, Seclon 19, Township 11
Dr. "Williams' Indian Plla
of a pinch.
Texas shop points looking after the Mytinger tolived
LOIntmentwill cure mind, Headquarters for Low Prices
here until recently; but North, Range 6 East.
.....
Installing of the bonus system.- They
I
snd Hulling
II rwle.'U!"R
because of the effect of
he names the following witnesweB
IWPIleH. lmlmorbHltKi tumor.
will probably be In Topeka at the had to leave upon
XJIm
TO CONTINUE ROAD
to prove his actual continuous adunuy
health.
the
altitude
her
me
iicniiiKatnni'e,
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes, All Kindt of Freeh and 8a It Meat
SLT
Ir-- a potimce, Kvr mmaniku
re- TO ARIZONA OUTLET time of the annual meeting of the
verse, possession of said tract for
0
.
company.
1)
I
I
wiuiuniH
inmnni'iieuint.
Steam 8auage Factory.
y
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c.
How's This7
twenty years next preceding the
Additional evidence of American
merit is nrf pare J for PI Inn and I U'ta- We ofter One Hundred Dollars Reward
EMIL KLEINWORT.
of
Ing
township,
private
Dili
box
purts.
Is
the
enterprise in Mexico is furnished by
of
viz:
Francisco,
Kry
any
case of Catarrh that cannot he
A switching crew has been stationfor
408 W. Railroad Avaaua
Masonic Building, North Third StreaS
warranted. Hv druinrUta. hy mall on re- Montez, Leonard Sklnaer, J. M. Skina projected railway in Sonora. It will ed permanently
by
b
cured
J.
Cure.
Hall's
Catarrh
of prlc. M c. ntri and I.(MI. WILLIAMS
In Santa Fe by the CHUNKY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
ner and
Crespln, all of Car- MANUFACTURING
be the means of opening a most val- Denver & Rio Grande
CO.. Prop. nvelai.U. Olilo.
It is We, the undersigned, have known V. penter, N.Marcellno
M.
uable mining territory hitherto kept planned to send out a railroad.
15
years,
J. Cheney for the last
BY S. VANN & SON.
FOR
and
SALE
sheep
train
of
Any person who desires to protest
from advancing because of Its'
believe him perfectly honorable In all
every
during
day
of
remainder
the
bualneas transactions and financially able against the allowance of said proof,
Inaccessibility,
except by this :id during next
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT-Eto carry out any obligations made by his or who knows of any substantial reaburro and wagon trains. As origin- Denver &. Rio Grande. month over the tlrm.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Waldlng, Klnnan & Marvin,
son under the laws and regulations
ally Intended the new road was to be
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
with Raaoe A Mauger.
6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Room
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, of the interior department why such
built from Hurt l.olos, on the Sonora . James J. Ford., the western freight
Offica, 115 North Flret 8K
174.
Telephone.
Automatic
upon
muacting
directly
blood
and
the
side of the Gulf of California, to
agent of the New York Central lines, cous surfaces of the system. Testimonials proof should not be allowed will be
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
What
a distance of about fifty miles, with headquarters
In Denver, was sent free. Price 76c. per bottle. Sold by given an opportunity at the
Druggists.
TOTI a OR API
time and place to cross-exconcessions for which had been ob- here yesterday on business. He left all
Take Hall's Family Pills for constlpa j amine the witnesses of said claimant.
tained. After surveys had been made last night for the north.
tlon
Dealer In Groceries, Provision. Ba&
weary
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
the field looked so promising that it
Oraln and Fuel.
that siibmiUed by claimant.
was determined, if possible, to extend
General Repair Shop.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Lkraarv
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the line 160 miles farther to Tucson,
work!
packed and orated; gaso
Furniture
and Clears. Place your order Cssi
Register.
t crossing the boundary line at a point
line and gaa itovea repaired.
this line with us.
near the junction of the Altar and
tfpon
I
NORTH THIRD STBSBm
to take
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
lUiLi Ll iLu
Magdalena districts.
A
concession
Next to Walton's drag store. Bout
the moot critical period Department
of
care
has recently been granted by the
Third
etreet.
of the Interior, Land Of0f her life. Becoming
Mexican government
M. DRAGOIE
for the strip
several fires. And how
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
from Caberca to the boundary line.
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
strange that people do
1906.
Dealer In
The route from the gulf port to danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
so, when modern HOT
Notice Is hereby given that William
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Caberca has been completely surveyTight of Albuquerque, N. M., has
Groceries, Cigar and Tobaeee
WATER or STEAM
ed, and the work of building that Mother' Friend is the only rernedy which reli ves women of the great O.
0. W. Strong's Sons
tiled notice of his Intention to make
All Kind of Fresh Meat.
portion will begin early In Novem-lier- . pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which it dreaded as woman's final
warm
systems
the
house
100 North Broadway, corner of "Wi
commutation proof In siiDDort of
Surveys of the route between
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided his claim,
THROUGHOUT
by
the
STRONG BLOCK.
Homestead Entry No.
lnaton arenae, Albuquerque, N
Caberca. Sonora and Tucson will be by its use. Those who use this remedy are n longer desp ndent or 9112 made vlr:
April 2, 190C, for the NE
same amount of coat
taken up by the railway engineers
T.p. 10 N.
Section
23.
ordinarily burned by one
&
next month, or just as oon as the gloomy; nervousness, nauaea and other dist etbing con tions are
3 E, and that said proof will
stove.
rainy season Is ended, and will be overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the Range
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL BSTATSV
be made before the Probate Clerk, at
vigorously pushed to a conclusion. As aertous accidents 60 common to the critical
LOANS.
Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
soon as practicable construction work hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
Automatic phone 461.
1906.
IDEAL Boiler and
will begin and every effort made to
Room 10. N. T. Araljo Bulldta
Frie.id. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
He names the following witnesses to
AMKR1CAN It dialer.
have the new line between the gulf says
prove
Superintendent
who
have
uted
it.
per
upon,
many
his
$1.00
continuous
residence
Fairrlsv
tad
completed
at an early
and Tucson
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Book containing
Santa Barbara Cematerlea.
date. As Port Lolos is about 3CHJ bottle at drug stores.
STANDARD
M. F. Angel!. C. E. Hodgln, Charles
PLUMBING
miles above Guaymas, on the gulf, the valuable information of interest to all women, will
riRE
Etne, Mrs. John Brown, all of AlbuMONUMENTS
' t
new line will save about 250 miles.
AND HEATING CO.
INSURANCE.
be sent to any bddrei free upon application to
querque, N. S..
.
BulMing As
Secretary
Mutual
tei-IN.
Second
Both
St..
Pkeote.
BRADFICLO REGULATOR CO., Atlanta. Q
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tion. Office at 217 West Riiiw.
GENERAL TICKET AGENTS
Register.
arenue.
ELECT NEW OFFICER6
The American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents,
representing the Important railroads
of the country, are holding their fifty-fir- st
convention at Atlantic city. N.
H
J., and are talking over business matters in secret session, uie rate bill It
being one of the topic.
John J. ISyrni-s- , of the Santa Fe
C
roast lines, assistant passenger traf- D
fic manager, said, in his address, that
10 per cent of the people travel for
health, 40 per cent for business and H
no per cen: for
pleasure. France
H
travels 20 per cent more than AmerEELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERRailroad Metropolis of New Mexico
ica.
fi
QUE, N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OK THE MAIN
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
Talking about cla-passengers, he
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
Fe
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
said some Americans wanted to pay
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
2 cents a mile ant others were willKANSAS
HAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
H
OVER
THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
ing to pay
Th dunes of railroads
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
are plain: First, in giving tiie serAND
EAST
WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.
AND
FROM
LOS ANGELES,
FRANCISCO.
TIIE
vice; second, share the existing trafAND
STATES
TO
EL
EASTERN
NORTHERN
fic service; third, create nt w traffic.
PASO AND TEXAS.
At the election of officers hi Id. C. H
THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
U
I.. Stone, of the I.ouiMllle k Nash1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2hx
CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
OF
THE
ville, was the unanimous choice for U
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
IMPROVED
president; O. ,H. Taylor of the New
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
Knglaiul Navigation company, was
MODERN
NEED A FIRST-CLASGRAVEL.
WE
WITH BEAUTIFUL IAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
M.
elected vice president, and
H
A GOOD,
AND
OLD
TREES;
PUBLIC
AND
HOTEL
SHADE
GRAND
Hurt, of the Hoston & Maine, was reSCHOOL HOUSE. COSTINO $16,000; CHURCHES;
elected secretary. Atlanta, lla., was m
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL
chosen aa the next place of meeting
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESIn 1307.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARK LOW AND
TABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
The following pew members were at
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
W. H. Tailor. Southern
M
admitted:
MILL. CAPACITY 15U BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
railroad, and J. K. Falrlamb, New
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
H
S
MAY REMAIN ON
York Central.
MONEY CASH.
BELEN IS THE IJUtGKST SHIPPING POINT FOR
H
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
E
TCOOL, FIXJUR. WHEAT, WINE, BEAN'S AND HAY
Robert F. Cunningham, who fur the H
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
patt twnety years has held a position
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
with the Santa Fe ra Iron i. either in
Hi
Tils NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
San Bernardino or Los Angeles, has
resigned his place to accept the secretaryship of the Deiiair I. and conipiny,
rO tO
JOHN BECKER, Pres.
and, for the preseut, will make bis H
WM. M. EERGER, SeCy.
headquarters in Us Angeles. The
B
company with which he is associated
Includes Superintendent John
of the Needles dhisi.n. and other
fe)
capitalists, and they control a large H
tract cf iand In Stanislaus county.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

CITIZEN.

past grand
Minerva Reed,
of the (Irand chapter of the
Eastern Star, who baa been In Albuquerque the past week attending the
Grand rlmnter meeting, left for tier
borne at !." Vegas this morning. Mrs.
Heed. Is
Heed's clmmlit'r. Mls
another of Ne .Mexico s successiui
candidates for the stage. This season
Mis Iteeil iHi understudy In one ol
Mrs.

treasurer

LOCAL, AND

PERSONAL

1
Ot.

is a visitor

of Hnblnal

Ch:urrle

I

SATURDAY,

may think jou can get
along very well without a Piano, but If
you will consider a moment you will
realize that with a thorouehlv eood
piano In your home there is musical
enjoyment for you without end.
A good piano will make your home
twice as attractive, provide unlimited
pleasure for you and your friends, besides furnishing a safe Investment
that has little depreciation because of
the high refutation each make we nell
enjoys.
Isn't It a mistake to put off owning n piano any longer, especially
when there Is no reason under the
'
sun for the delay?
Why should you delay?
Not because of terms, because we
have told you again end again that'
payments may be arranged to' meet
your wishes. Not because of any
doubt about the quality of the piano
y :u may select, for that Is guaranteed

YOU

OCTOBER

2

A BRAN NEW

Boys' Clothing Stoi

companies
Frot.m.m
cvxgzamu.y mum wkmviavmLS j
tli'f Chs'-lemm it-here.
'mny
mm
play the t ntlrc season in
wl
"
" " ,,m
which
'
mmmmmm mm
(l.tllup
last
li:
from
John Hlini CHiuu
neeti
Aliss
teason
.ast
New York.
nlKht.
was Daniel Sully's lending lady in an
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY OUR SHOES
REASONS
THAT'S WHAT IT PRACTICALLY AMOUNTS TO.
I ne
or
Mrs. .1 P. Sa'vttW itriil win of Socor- elaborate
presentation
ro are visitors to tin Puke city.
Matchmaker." vliicli received natterLAST SUMMER VE SOLD OUT OUR ENTIRE LINE
Mrs. Dale Shaffer of r'lans'aff, Ariz. ing comments In the eastern
OF BOYS' AND YOUTH3' SUITS, PREPARATORY TO
Is among the guests hen; In mi thit
STYLE First, last and nil the lime is the most prominent feature in
west.
many
of
interesting
lo
prove
It
will
ENLARGING THE DEPARTMENT AND THE BUYING
our shoes. They have the snapind finish to make your feet look
to lieai
W .W. Jones is a San Marcial
Albuquerque i heater-goei- s
OF A BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE 8TOCK
out as well dressed.
zen who Is looking over affairs In Al-- ! once more of their footlight favorite,
dainty and single
who spent
buquerque.
Miss Lyllian lx'ightou,
FROM A NEW YORK HOUSE.
Staab, the jouiik attorney, Is the last summer here In ti.e capacity
Jiiliim
fitting
your
place,
In
close
heel
company
rethe
in
stock
FIT Snug around the ankle to hold
will
lady
business,
lie
leading
of
on
In Santa re
i ne may is r.o
bearing her name,
over the Instep and under the arch to properly support and rest the
turn to the city this evening.
us.
.
witn ine by If there Is' any other reason we
nil engagement
to
any
form
surplus
The Entire New Line is now on sale and emleather
foot, roomy enough for the toes without
P. C. Brick and wife, who have nlavine Haywood
at
the
company
Slock
Grace
don't know of It, and if you will come
been stopping at the Savoy, departed
unsightly wrinkles. No breaking In required. Kasy'from the start till
avenue,
on
Minnesota
People's
theater
In and tell tis what It I we believe
braces the choicest goods which could be
fur EI Paso last night.
they are worn out.
in Kansas City, where she is produc we will be able to clear tho difficulty
y
A. n. McGuffey of ih
s the "hcavj
sensation
ing
mild
a
company, left last night for woman" of the compuny. Miss l.eigli- - away.
purchased in New York City
by
When you next go shopping why
Solid lea her and Crst claas findings, put together
QUALITY
Thoreau, the company's headquarters. ton appears to be a person of great
skilled workmen make our shoes wear and hold their shape.
C. W. Trimble, a well known sheep aciutitnhilitv and has throughout, her not call here nnd select the piano that
you?
man of Fort Collins, Colo., Is in the short rareer essayed not only me suits
PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE
Awaiting your call we are
I. C. Riddle, of ti:e same theatrical but various other pursuits
city
with
respectfully,
Very
DISPLAY
OF BOYS' RUSSIAN SUITS WITH KNICKPRICE In our own Interest Is Invariably the lowest consistent with
place.
requiring originality and note or less
LEARNARD & LINDEMANN,
good quality. We not only want to hold, but we want to Increase our
graduastory
of
her
The
engineering
genius.
of
McCarn,
K.
of
the
G.
ERBOCKER TROUSERS AGES 6 TO 16.
PRICES
200 West Gold Avenue.
trade.
department
of the Colorado Tele-- I tion from a Wisconsin newspaper of n New Mexico's Largest Piano Buyers.
RANGE
result,
stage
of
FROM
TO
a
$4.50
$8.00.
as
the
to
fice
the
company,
is
from
here
phone
shortage in a traveling company apDenver office on business.
BOYS'
SUITS,
$1.00 to $2.75
Shoe for Boys and Girl
at the time In the same town
IV.
Captain John W. Carter, caHhier of pearing
imcompany,
an
Tho
Intending.
1.50
6.00
Slioper
to
Women
TO
is
for
$3.50
$7.00.
Shoe and
the Silver City National bank, came portant member of which was sudWh
130 to 4.00
Shoe and Slippers for Men
tn from me souin ima morning ou denly
YOUTHS'
SUITS, 14 TO 20 YEARS, $8.0
taken 111. was In a quandary at
business. He will return south this
to whether It would attempt to show
TO
$27.00.
evening.
or abandon the performance for the
$6.53
Mrs. R. P. Hall, accompanied by evening, when Miss Lelghton's name Best American Block
8.50
Mrs. J. H. Wroth, left last night for was suggested as a substitute.
As a Hard Nut Coal
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
9.50
the home of the former in Hollywood result she became a member of the Larger Sizes
Calif., where Mrs. Wroth will visit theatrical profession, in which she Domestic Gaa Cke
6.00
few weeks.
$2.25
has succeeded In gaining a conspic Green Mill Wood, per load
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'a for a
Z.75
Dry Mill Wood, per load
superintend uous place.
grocery store, are aure to bring the entRev. W. W. Havens,
3.00
n
Factory Blocks, per load
league, let;
Railroad Avenue Clothier
of the
right flavor to all dishes Into which this morning for Raton, where ho Is
BEST SUNDAY DINNERS IN THE Alto Native Stove Wood and Kindling
in All 8lze.
thty enter. This is because we al- to attend a mass meeting tomorrow CITY AT ZEIGER'S CAFE., FROM 12
SBSS
R9B
Auto, 41?
he will visit NOON TO 3 P. M. ONLY FIFTY Phones BlV, 260
Before returning
ways procure toe best manufactured. ' night.
.....
.
i
CENTS.
a
uu.1 f "ul" T
. find out first what brands are re- - 188
E. W. Fee and Bert Iiak- ,i o ,,rT,to
-a
...i,.. .-.iv
thm j U M.
... Fee.
IF vou'AP. TIRED OF THE OLD
,
...u.c
tnnlrhf ,rir Cnl.lno! In THINGS,
GO TO THE COLUMBUS
Socorro county, where they V 111 put HOTEL TOMORROW
TRY
AND
in a whole week, hunting. They ex-- j THEIR CHICKEN AND DUMrLINGS
pect to return to the city with a
fowls.
ou'oad '
Tlicie vlll be an Important nieetln
T5jtJ
H
Mrs. Frank Springer and daughter, of the Si. John's Guild on Wednesday,
&
UzzLs
3 p. m.
- October
Lr-at
,"KB
"l
jsoe. 118 ana 12il South Second street. jcJ
ut thj A,VBrttdo A(ler Bpon,iinK a
FO
THF. HUNTERl.
I
115-11- 7
f,.tnirh at the Grand Canyon Uiey Duck calls
50c
aro en routo home, stopping off at Al- I
Between Railroad and Copper A ve.
.'. .5"c to 90c
oaded shells
buquerque for a day or two vls.ting
$1.25
85c
Hunting
to
ctuils
MAYNARD
Y.
T.
GEO. W. HICKOX.
friends and sightseeing.
45c
Leggings
A. F. Potter of Washington, D. C Cotton flannel lined, canvass gun
AND
COOKING
Inspector
forestgrazing
History
of
chief
the
HEATING
Into
The Greatest Fair Has Passed
5(ic
1
chscs
ry division, left Santa Fe yesterday Taraet
15c
cartridges
ride
going
county,
Sandoval
Senorlta,
for
S2.2
Stevens 22 rifles
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
thither to meet Forest Supei visor (Ha oil per can
-- uc
Wiih Reservoir and
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of in order to make
Innow
on
Is
an
Knelpp,
who
F.
Leon
ARTICLES
room for the finest stock or JEWELRY, WATCHES, STERLING
.lupanese gr.iss bunting suits. s
reWarming Oven
tour
forest
Jemez
spection
the
of
perfect blind for ducks and
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC, ever offered to the good people
serve.
geese"1.
LK
of Albuquerque.
E. L. Browne and wife of I. as
Stevens s'ngle-burrIN
ABUNDANCE
A LARGE ASSORTMENT
Hfckox-Mayoar- d
who have been here1 attending
?j
shotguns
the meetings of the Grand chapter ot Gordon double barrel 12 gauge shot
gun, genuine twist barrel. This
the Eastern Star, will leave this evNew Mexico's Leading Jewelers
ening for their home at the Meadow
gun will stand the heaviest
city. Mr. Browne Is a member of the
powder.
charges of smokeless
Band In Your Watehm lor Rapalra
wholesale firm of the Brown &
and we offer it at n bargain. .$13.00
SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
company, which has branches
THE MAZE,
at different points in the territory.
Wm. Kieke, Propf.
Company G will report at tie ar- DANCE! DANCED DANCE!! I AT
tomorrow morning at 8:0
i morjr
HALL
COLOMBO
EVERY SATURacoun
meal,
o'clock with rations for
cording to orders recently issued by DAY NIGHT. ADMISSION 50 CENTS,
tho commanding captain. The com- - LADIES FREE.
pany will repair to the rifle range on
IN ORDER TO GET THE BEST
the mesa for all day practice wkh THAT MONEY, SKILL AND EXPERcompany
l.ooo
has
small arms. The
IENCE CAN PRODUCE, WHEN YOU
Fourth and Railroad A venae
rounds of ammunition lssuud to it re-- i BUY TEAS, YOU SHOULD MAKE
cently.
YOUR SELECTION FROM CHASE &
Itev. J. W. Barron of the Congrega-- i SANBORN'S PACKAGE TEAS. SOLD
tlonal church, will contlnuo the Sun-- ! ONLY BY A. J. MALOY.
day evening lectures with an address
BALDWIN,
AN
PROF. HARRY
to merchants and business men on the
rtf "fluTll lfrpl II m II AERONAUT OF NATIONAL
I'tmnnrinnt trtnt
esmmwmsisxsMXsawBSi
WILL GIVE A GRAND BALand Christianity," to be followed by u
PARAAND
lecture on Sunday, the 28th, to clerks LOON ASCENSION
THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
on "Tho Value and Importance of the. CHUTE JUMP AT TRACTION PARK
HARDWARE.
Early Closing of All Stores and Of- SUNDAY AFTERNOON. ADMISSION
fices." These are timely subjects and ADULTS 25 CENTS; CHILDREN 15
Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
CENTS. GRAND STAND SEATS ABworthy of attention. '
FREE.
SOLUTELY
underknown
S. It. Dearth, a well
Round Oak, National and
taker of Las Vegas, whose visit to the
SUNDAY
THE BEST FIFTY-CENanby
tho
Duke city was occasioned
DINNER AT ZEIGER'S CAFE FROM
Heating Stoves.
CHINA
nual session of the Grand chapter ot 12 TO 3 P. M.
for
leaves
the Order of Eastern Star,
GLASSWARE
YOU WILL HAVE A GOOD TIME
home this evening. Mr. Dearth Is an
COAL HODS, - STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
enthusiabtic sportsman and gun club IF YOU ATTEND
THE GRAND
Uis
the
reports
MASQUE BALL AT THE CASINO,
that
PLUMBING
member. He
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING
Vegas gun club will give a big shoot SATURDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 20.
tar(S
live
YOUR BEST GIRL
EXPECTING
ut Vegas this fall. In which
YOU TO TAKE HER.
gets wlll'be a feature.
o
United States Marshal C. M. For-- I
CHICKEN AND DUMPLINGS AT
aker has returned from a trip to
Santa Fe. S. D. Amen, counected with THE COLUMBUS HOTEL SUNDAY.
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
the auditing department of tho inter-na- l
Shoe polls'lica, the kind that not only
revenue department, accompanied improve the Iookb
of your shoes but
Agent: Winchester Arms aid Ammunition,
I
Mr. Amen, whone duties take makes them wear longer. Luces for
him.
PLUMBERS AND
DOE - WAM - JACK
Hercules Powder and tilth Explosives.
him all over the United States, has high or low shoes, Bhoe brushes and
TINNERS
f The
recently finished examination
indaubera,
or
cork,
electric
leather
Santa Fe office. He is Mr. Korakt-r'GO.
soles, l.anib Wool slipper soles for
New Mexico
113, lie, 11T. outh rirmt mtrwo
nephew and will make a report of the men, women and chiluren at C. May's
dot, do 3, Mortlt rirst Btrot
offices here before leaving for points shix- - store, 314 West Hailroad avenue.
in California.
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
GET YOUR SUNDAY DINNER AT
in thU county
"If liortlculturallst
COLUMBUS HOTEL. THEY'LL
THE
Bernamore,
spray
treej
would
their
sec
lillo county would produce apples like HAVE CHICKEN AND DUMPLINGS.
these," remarked a fruit fancier in
tickets bought, sqlq Highland Rooming House
You will need a pair
of rubbers
LIVERY
a local grocery store this morning. storue of these days and w want you THE HIGHLAND
THE
BAMBROOK BR OB., Prop.
He pointed to a box of Grimes golden to remember that we have a fall line
MRS. M.
HEWDL. Prop.
Mm
AND BOARDING STABLE bl m
apples and some of the large Wolf of sizes for men,
fit
women and children. LIVERY
1
B.fl
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
Transaction
JUST
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
river variety shipped In from Axtec. Kellitilo quality and reasonable prices.
Guaranteed
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
Tho apples' were without a blemish C. May s shoe store, 31 West Kail-roa- The Sadie" for mountain parties and'
nt $ier!?l rates on week days.
, a
and there was not a wormy one in the
i i n in n n
avenue.
Auto Phon: 604.
No. 112 John St. HllXtMrltlU Oi 110 II. fl. Hi Midi New Buildinci. New Furniture. Steam
RAILROAD AVE.
entire display. Several of the Wlf
river apples selected ut random from
Heat and Everything Connecteov
DANCE! DANCE!
;
DANCE! I ! AT
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADtho box weighed fourteeu ounces and COLOMBO HALL EVERY ' SATURWith the Place Brand New.
BEER
ROOT
Diamonds. Watch, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware, We InTite
COLD
GOOD
over. They are selling at four pouinU DAY NIGHT. ADMISSION 50 CENTS, CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
A SQUARE DEAL.
BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
STORE.
DRUG
ROOMS
vonr trade tad Kuarautc'
WALTON'S
AT
STORE- LADiES FREE.
for a quarter.
I

j

lloiHldn-Mc-Oaffe-
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H. HAHN&CO.
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Coal and Coke
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It Will Pay You to Trade With
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n

AT
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fo3 U (tri

M. XV

NORTH FIRST STREET

-

5c,

STEEL RANGES

!0c&

5c

STOVES

ve-ga-

The

Man-zanar-

ALBUOUEROUE

HARDWARE

$18,00 and up

el

Co.

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

es

GO.

,

A

REPU-TATIO-

Tl

HARNESS
SADDLES

Peninsular

T

TINNIN'J

iff

-

'
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ALBUQUERQUE

GRITT
El

Jill I

HARDWARE

Diamond

WHITNEY COMPANY,

s

Albuquerque,

D D JZUX..

Palace

t

d

1

1

E

Ask for JAFFhS KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREA

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
MAHARAN, 516 WEST RAILROAD.
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR SI
PER WEEK.

WtLLIAM MclNTOSH. President

OF
AT

DANCE! DANCE! I DANCE!!! AT
COLOMBO HALL
EVERY
SATUR
DAY NIGHT. ADMISSION 50 CENTS,
LADIES FREE.

The Woman' Exchange lb the only
place In the city, where you can al
d
ways buy
goods. Try our
pit's baked on paprtis pie plates.
Exchange, 401 West Railroad

All prices from $1.00 up.

home-cooke-

M',:

Ate WV

as'H

Wo-nian-

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

.

.

.v.;

avemio.

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
CORE! TREES FOR SALE.
N. W.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.
!

DANCE! DANCEil DANCE!!! AT
PATUR-- I
COLOMBO HALL EVERY
OAY KJQHT. ADMISSION, 50 CNTS,
-- AOiES FREE.

LUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treaiurer and Manager

For the
Hest Lino of

Residence, 709 West
Aonlu mornlnm on
premises, or to Mrs. Dr. John F.
M8 weat Hanroad avenue.
YOUR
MONEY'S
WORTH
CHICKEN
AND
DUMPLINGS
THE COLUMBUS
HOTEL

SOLOMON

taaaaaaaiaaaaammaaaaaaaaamamraaweaaaataawaawaaiaaaaaaa

FOR RENT
Gold Avenue.

We have just received a complete line
of Sweaters for men and boys, including
white and fancy colors.

rrrs

IV

L.'T.

--

I

BTOWIES

mm

in Albuquerque
See Ours

J!lM)Ml.ii''Tl

fit 'i

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO,

8

